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Abstract 
 
Our laboratory previously developed the Magnet system, which consists of two 
distinct Vivid protein variants, one positively and one negatively charged, designated 
the positive Magnet (pMag) and negative Magnet (nMag), respectively. These two 
proteins bind to each other through electrostatic interactions, preventing unwanted 
homodimerization and providing selective light-induced heterodimerization. The 
Magnet system enables the manipulation of cellular functions such as protein-protein 
interactions and genome editing, although the system could be improved further. In 
order to enhance the ability of pMagFast2 (a pMag variant with fast kinetics) to bind 
nMag, I introduced several pMagFast2 modules in tandem into a single construct, 
pMagFast2(3×). However, the expression level of this construct decreased drastically 
with increasing number of pMagFast2 molecules integrated into a single construct. In 
the present study, I applied a new approach to improve the Magnet system based on an 
assembly domain (AD). Among several ADs, the Ca2+/calmodulin-dependent protein 
kinase IIα association domain (CAD) most enhanced the Magnet system. The present 
CAD-Magnet system overcame a trade-off issue between the expression level and 
binding affinity. The CAD-converged 12 pMag photoswitches exhibited a stronger 
interaction with nMag after blue light irradiation compared with monomeric pMag. 
Additionally, the CAD played a key role in converging effector proteins as well in a 
 
 
 
 
 - iii - 
single complex. Owing to these substantial improvements, the CAD-Magnet system 
combined with Tiam1 allowed us to robustly induce localized formation of vertical 
ruffles on the apical plasma membrane. The CAD-Magnet system combined with 4D 
imaging was instrumental in revealing the dynamics of ruffle formation. 
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I-I  Advent of optogenetics 
A cell, a unit of life, is a biological computer. It receives various small 
molecules, including ions, peptides, and proteins, as complex input signals from both 
within and outside of itself. Then it processes them and generates output signals by 
activating the appropriate mechanisms. To understand the input/output mechanisms of 
cells, it is necessary to study the behavior of these molecules as well as the timing, the 
position and the mechanism of their action. Elucidating the dynamics of these 
molecules within cells is important for answering many questions in the life sciences 
and medicine, particularly those pertaining to disease and therapy. One analytic 
approach to understanding the role of these molecules is to perturb cells and carefully 
examine their responses. In particular, “chemically inducible dimerization” (CID) was 
developed to conduct perturbation studies1. In CID, FK506-binding protein (FKBP) 
and FKBP12-rapamycin-associated protein (FRB), which dimerize in the presence of 
rapamycin, are expressed as fusions with proteins of interest (Fig. 1-1). The addition of 
rapamycin to cells induces the cellular functions mediated by the proteins of interest 
fused with FKBP and FRB respectively. These functions include translocation of a 
specific protein to the specific membrane and association of one protein with another. 
This technique allows temporal manipulation of the activity of specific proteins, 
thereby providing insights into the roles of various proteins and their reaction kinetics 
in cellular signaling. Such information cannot be obtained by conventional methods, 
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including ligand stimulation or gene knock-in/knock-out. However, inherent 
drawbacks, such as toxicity along with rapid diffusion and persistence of the inducers, 
limit the applicability of CIDs.  
 
 
 
 
In the last decade, optics and genetics have been merged into “optogenetics”, 
which is a technology for developing systems that induce cellular functions with light2. 
Compared to chemical systems, optogenetic systems activated with light show high 
spatial-temporal resolution and do not generally require the addition of chemical 
compounds that might perturb the intact cellular systems. The characteristics of light 
provide us with new possibilities for controlling well-defined events in biological 
systems at the subcellular point and at the time at will. Under these regulations, the cell 
systems are kept in the native condition, thereby biological events inside are clearly 
 Figure 1-1. The structures of rapamycin (a) and FKBP-rapamycin-FRB complex (b). In 
the presence of rapamycin, FKBP and FRB make complex. This behavior can be used to 
induce protein-protein interaction. 
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understood without disturbance. The first optogenetic tools were photo-sensitive 
chemically caged inducers. Those were maintained in an inactive state by a 
light-cleavable group. Chemically caged molecules divide under irradiation with UV 
light, as photo-sensitive molecules eject in an active state. Photo-sensitive molecules 
prepared in this way harbor chemical inducers, nucleic acids and transcription factor3. 
However, an apparent drawback of this method is the need of either synthesis of the 
caged molecules outside the cells or modification of the genetic code for proteins to be 
assembled from caged amino acids. On the other hand, microbial opsin and melanopsin 
have been applied as optogenetic systems in neuroscience over the last few years4,5. 
Microbial opsins have the non-selective permeability to cations under blue light 
exposure6 (Fig. 1-2), and melanopsins are activated by an influx of calcium through 
ion channels, which excites a GTPase signaling pathway7. Opsins have been used for 
the activation of single neurons with high spatial-temporal resolution8, even in motile 
animals9, controlling cardiac function10 and repairing vision11.  
 
 
  
Figure 1-2. The structure of channelrhodopsin 2 (ChR2), a 
representative microbial opsin. It consists of homodimer. 
Wild-type ChR2 absorbs blue light with an absorption and 
action spectrum maximum at 480 nm. Most natural 
channelrhodopsins are nonspecific cation channels. 
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Figure 1-3. The behavior of channelrhodopsin 2 (ChR2). It uses retinal as its 
chromophore and induce ion fluxes in response to light. Most microbial 
channelrhodopsins (ChRs) are become permeable for cations when 
stimulated (maximum 480 nm), conducting H+, Na+, K+, and Ca2+ ions 
nonspecifically.  
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The combination of halorhodopsins, chloride pumps driven by orange light, 
with channelrhodopsins (Fig. 1-3), opened by blue light, enabled neuronal activity to 
be switched on and off by using light-pulses of two different wavelengths12,13. Latterly, 
optogenetic systems have been extended even in control of cellular signaling and gene 
expression in bacteria14–18, yeast19–24 and mammalian cells20,23–31. Other light-sensitive 
targets involve molecules such as ion channels and receptors, and phenomena such as 
inducible protein-protein interactions, proteolysis and subcellular translocation of 
proteins. Moreover, controlling second messengers and cell morphology change with 
optogenetic systems have also been accomplished. 
From here, I focus on the field of non-neuronal optogenetics whose potential 
for the generation of various applications in mammalian cells has just started to be 
realized within the last several years. 
In the next section, along with Table 1-1, I describe the variety of different 
photoreceptors, such as light-oxygen-voltage (LOV) domains32, cryptochrome23,33 
(CRY), phytochrome27 (PHY), the fluorescent protein Dronpa34 and UVR835,36. They 
were applied to regulate particular events in mammalian cell signaling37–41. 
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photoreceptor Size  (amino acids) cofactor 
Association/dissociation 
wavelength (nm) 
Association 
/dissociation time Refs 
LOVpep/ePDZ 153/194 FMN 450/dark s / 81 s [24] 
FKF1/GI 619/1173 FMN 450/dark min /  >100000 s [26] 
EL222 150 FMN 450/dark s / 2.7 – 16000 s [51] 
VVD/VVD 150/150 FAD 450/dark s / 18000 s [50] 
Magnet 150/150 FAD 450/dark s / 5 – 17000 s [76] 
CRY2/CIB1 612/335 FAD 450/dark s / 6 min [23] 
CRY2/CRY2 498/498 FAD 450/dark s / 6 min [45] 
CRY2olig 498 FAD 450/dark s / 23 min [33] 
PhyB/PIF6 908/100 PCB 650/750 s / s [27] 
Dronpa/Dronpa 257/257 None 390/490 s / s [47] 
UVR8/COP1 440/340 None Dark/290-310 1-4h / s [64] 
 
  
Table 1-1. Characterization of individual light-sensitive protein pairs in optogenetic toolboxes. 
Each size (length of amino acid sequence), harbored cofactors, used light wavelength upon 
association and dissociation, and time needed for association/dissociation from each binding 
partner are shown.  
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I-II  Overview of optogenetic systems 
Photoreceptors, proteins that change conformation upon light exposure, have 
been employed to induce various cellular signaling. Five kinds of photoreceptors and 
their applications, that is, optogenetic systems, are introduced here. Three of these 
photoreceptors are based on photo-responsive proteins from plants 
(light-oxygen-voltage (LOV) domains24,28,42,43, cryptochromes23,44,45, and 
phytochromes19,27,46). Another is based on Dronpa47, which is a fluorescent protein 
isolated from the coral Pectiniidae48. Lastly, UVR849 (Ultraviolet Response 8) from 
plant, A. thaliana. 
 
I-II-(i) LOV domains  
The LOV domains, including 
AsLOV242, FKF126, VVD50, and EL22251, 
have been used extensively as components 
of optogenetic systems. They are sensitive to 
blue light (440–473 nm) and harbor the 
endogenous flavin derivatives [FMN (flavin 
mononucleotide) or FAD (flavin adenine 
dinucleotide)] as chromophores (Fig. 1-4). They are abundant in cells; hence there is 
no necessity of addition of cofactors from outside the cells. Upon blue light (maximum 
450 nm) absorption, chromophores in the LOV domain form a covalent bond with a 
Figure 1-4. The structure of AsLOV2, 
representative of LOV domains. The 
red helix designates Jα helix. The blue 
helix, A’α helix. The yellow compound 
is a cofactor, FMN. 
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cysteine residue, which is located near the C-N aromatic bond of isoalloxazine ring of 
the cofactor50. Upon removal of the light, this reaction reverts within a few seconds to 
sometimes minutes by hydrolysis of the Carbon (of FMN)–cysteine bond, which is 
responsible for the interaction of LOV domains with their counterparts.  
Each LOV system is different in respect of how the light-mediated 
conformational change induces a cellular signaling pathway. One method is to directly 
fuse an effector protein to the domain, and relieve the caging of the effector only when 
the conformation of the LOV domain changes upon light exposure28. In other 
LOV-based systems, the LOV domains heterodimerize with a natural or engineered 
counterpart to induce cellular signaling24, as another LOV domain homodimerizes with 
each other and binds to specific sequences of DNA inside the nucleus, thereby 
inducing gene expression30,51. 
 
AsLOV2 
AsLOV2 (LOV2 domain from Avena sativa phototropin 1) is the most 
commonly employed LOV protein for optogenetic systems. In this LOV2 domain, the 
FMN–cysteine covalent bond formation leads to partial unfolding of the C-terminal 
α-helix (Jα) from the rest of the PAS (Per-Arnt-Sim) core inside the LOV2 domain. 
This behavior was early applied to confer light sensitivity in an allosteric manner, in 
particular, on the dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) by linking to a surface site and to a 
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transcription factor with the mutually independent folding of Jα and the N-terminal 
α-helix respectively52,53. Subsequently, AsLOV2 has been fused to the N-terminus of 
target domains or peptides to hide with steric blocks that are possible to be released by 
light-sensitive Jα unfolding (Fig. 1-5).  
 
PA-Rac1 
As an example of an application with AsLOV2, Wu et al.28 tested several 
different linkages of AsLOV2 to the N-terminus of Rac1, one of Rho GTPases, and 
determined one that showed Rac1 response to blue light the best. The obtained 
construct, PA-Rac1 (photoactivable Rac1) (Fig. 1-5), enabled optical manipulation of 
cell membrane moving in mammalian cells.  
  
Figure 1-5. PA-Rac1. When the tool is exposed blue light, Jα 
unfolds, and steric hindrance on Rac1 is lost. Liberated Rac1 
activates its effectors. In this way, the photo-induced activation of 
Rac1 is realized. 
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TULIP 
Strickland et al.24 created LOV2 fusions capable of light-mediated 
heterodimerization between a specific peptide fused to AsLOV2 and PDZ domains that 
bind the specific peptide. This system is named tunable light-controlled interacting 
protein tags (TULIPs) (Fig. 1-6). Irradiation of light induced peptide caging off and 
PDZ binding in yeast and mammalian cells, which is demonstrated by the translocation 
of PDZ fusion proteins to LOV2–peptide fusions located at the plasma membrane. 
They tested whether TULIP can be used for light-activated cellular signaling, including 
MAPK cascade (Ste5) and GTPase Cdc42. 
 
 
  
 
Light 
Dark 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1-6. Schematic design of TULIPs. In the dark, a peptide epitope is caged by docking of 
the Jα helix to the LOV2 core (blue). Upon photoexcitation, the Jα helix undocks and exposes 
the peptide epitope tag, resulting in binding by ePDZ (green) and recruiting POI to the 
membrane where LOV2 is anchored.  
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iLID 
Guntas et al.54 fused the bacterial SsrA peptide to the C-terminal helix of the 
AsLOV2 domain. In the dark, the SsrA peptide is sterically blocked by the core of 
AsLOV2 from binding its natural binding partner, SspB. When irradiated with blue 
light, the Jα helix of the LOV2 domain undocks from the protein core, allowing the 
SsrA peptide to bind SspB (Fig. 1-7). Without optimization, the switch exhibited only 
a two-fold change in the binding affinity for SspB upon light exposure. They 
conducted computational protein design, phage display, and high-throughput binding 
assays to create an improved light-inducible dimer (iLID), which changes its affinity 
for SspB by over 50-fold upon light activation. The authors applied this new system to 
efficient induction of lamellipodia. 
 
 
 
  
 
Light 
Dark 
 
 
Figure 1-7. Schematic design of iLID. In the dark, a peptide is caged by docking of the Jα helix 
to the LOV2 core (blue). Upon photoexcitation, the Jα helix undocks and exposes the peptide 
SsrA, leading to binding with SspB. POI fused to SspB is translocated to the membrane where 
iLID is located.  
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FKF1/GI(GIGANTIA) 
In plants, flavin-binding/Kelch-repeat/F-box 1 (FKF1), the FMN–cysteine bond 
formation leads to interaction between the FKF1 N-terminus and GI (GIGANTEA). 
Yazawa et al.26 used this feature to translocate the proteins or its domains of interest to 
specific locations in mammalian cells upon light exposure. More specifically, they 
used light to translocate Rac1 fused to FKF1 to membrane anchors fused to GIs, 
enabling activation of endogenous membrane-bound Rac1 effectors (Fig. 1-8). 
Additionally, they similarly translocated a transcriptional activation domain fused with 
FKF1 to a DNA-binding domain fused with GI to activate transcription. This 
transcriptional regulation system using FKF1 and GI has been recently reproduced and 
enhanced by another group31.  
 
 
 
  
 
Light 
Dark 
 
 
Figure 1-8. Schematic design of interaction of FKF1 and GI. Irradiated with blue light, FKF1 
changes its conformation to be light-state, and binds GI. In this phenomenon, POI is 
translocated to the plasma membrane. 
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EL222 
EL222 only consists of the minimal elements needed for light-dependent 
transcriptional activation: a photo-sensing LOV55 domain and a helix-turn-helix (HTH) 
DNA-binding domain. In the dark, the LOV domain interacts with the HTH domain 
harboring 4α helix essential for dimerization and DNA binding56. Blue light irradiation 
(450 nm) triggers the photochemical reaction that results in formation of a 
protein-flavin adduct inside the LOV domain, which releases the inhibition of 
LOV-HTH interactions, enabling EL222 to dimerize and bind DNA57,58. 
Motta-Mena et al.51 reported that an engineered variant of EL222 activated 
transcription in eukaryotic systems upon blue light stimulation (Fig. 1-9). They 
demonstrated over 200-fold improvement of gene expression from an 
EL222-responsive luciferase reporter in HEK 293T cells upon blue light irradiation 
without disturbing robust cellular growth. In contrast, In the dark or under red light 
exposure, the system showed changes less than two-fold response, establishing 
minimal leakage in non-inducing state. Their system showed fast activation (< 10 s) 
and deactivation (< 50 s) kinetics, which compares favorably to the < 2 h turn-off 
kinetics of a recently engineered LOV-based transcriptional system30. Also, they 
demonstrated that EL222 enabled either global or tissue-specific light-dependent gene 
expression in zebrafish without toxicity, expanding the utility of this expression 
system.  
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(VVD) 
Another LOV domain photoreceptor, VVD, is described in the later section. 
  
  
  
  
 
  
 
 
Light 
Dark 
VP16 
HTH 
EL222 
ON 
OFF 
Figure 1-9. The transcription system (VP-EL222 protein) consists of the transcriptional 
activation domain from the VP16 protein fused to EL222. In the dark, VP-EL222 is unable to 
bind DNA. Exposure to blue light triggers a photochemical reaction between the LOV domain 
and its flavin chromophore, which activates the attached HTH domain to bind DNA and turn on 
gene transcription by recruited VP16.  
HTH: helix-turn-helix. 
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I-II-(ii) Cryptochrome 2  
Cryptochrome 2 (CRY2) is a protein from Arabidopsis thaliana that absorbs 
blue light (405–488 nm). When irradiated with blue light, CRY2 homo-oligomerizes45 
or binds to CIB1 (cryptochrome-interacting basic helix-loop-helix 1)59 in seconds23. 
The presence of CIB1 induces heterodimerization, and in its absence, CRY2 molecules 
form large clusters. After approximately six minutes in the dark, the conformation of 
the activated CRY2 reverts to that before irradiation of blue light. CRY2 harbors FAD, 
which is abundant in mammalian cells, as its chromophore.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CRY2/CIB1 
Kennedy et al.23 reported genetically encoded light-inducible 
protein-interaction systems based on CRY2 and CIB1 that need no exogenous 
compounds and dimerize upon blue light exposure with subsecond time resolution and 
subcellular spatial resolution (Fig. 1-10). They demonstrated the versatility of the 
Figure 1-10. CRY2 behavior under the blue light. When exposed to blue light, 
CRY2 binds to CIB1 (up). In the absence of CIB1, CRY2 (CRY2olig) form large 
clusters (down).  
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system by inducing protein translocation, transcription, and Cre recombinase–mediated 
DNA recombination with light. 
 
CRY2olig 
Taslimi et al.33 described a new CRY2-based optogenetic system, ‘CRY2olig’, 
that enables detection of protein interactions in live cells, as well as perturbation of 
protein function with light. When stimulated by a pulse of light, CRY2olig undergoes 
rapid, reversible, and robust clustering within seconds (Fig. 1-10), gathering cytosolic 
proteins into clusters in every irradiated cell. Although wild-type CRY2 also clusters 
under certain conditions45, clustering of CRY2olig is stunningly enhanced, enabling 
induction of cellular signaling. Moreover, CRY2olig is able to be used to evoke 
reversibly control diverse cellular processes with spatial and temporal resolution. 
Besides, they demonstrated querying protein-protein interactions, the disruption of 
clathrin-mediated endocytosis, and activation of Arp2/3-mediated actin polymerization 
with light.  
 
CLICR 
Bugaj et al.60 reported a genetically encoded approach based on CRY2, termed 
Clustering Indirectly using Cryptochrome 2 (CLICR). This system is for 
spatiotemporal control over endogenous transmembrane receptor activation. This 
process is enabled through the optical manipulation of target receptor clustering and 
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downstream cellular signaling using non-covalent clustering with engineered CRY2s. 
Through photo-responsive multimerization of CRY2s, powerful induction of cellular 
signaling was accomplished (Fig. 1-11). CLICR offers a modular platform to enable 
optical manipulation of the clustering of different transmembrane receptors including 
fibroblast growth factor receptor (FGFR), platelet-derived growth factor receptor 
(PDGFR), and integrins in various cell types such as neural stem cells. Also, 
light-inducible control of endogenous receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK) activity can 
modulate cell polarity and establish phototaxis in fibroblasts. The disadvantage of this 
system is that the number of CRY2 molecules is uncontrollable, thereby multimers 
form aggregation that might inhibit the behavior of the system. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Figure 1-11. CLICR allows modular Cry2 clustering and activation of membrane 
receptors via noncovalent interactions, avoiding complications associated with 
overexpression of receptor fusions. With CLICR, Cry2 fused to a receptor-targeting 
binding domain (BD) is expressed in the cytoplasm. In the dark, unclustered state, 
BD affinity for the receptor is weak and imparts no or little membrane localization. 
On light-induced clustering, BD-Cry2 oligomers increase local BD concentration, 
enabling membrane translocation, binding and nucleation of a receptor cluster.  
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I-II-(iii) Phytochrome 
Phytochrome (Phy) is a protein that 
normally regulates seedling stem elongation in A. 
thaliana. Irradiated by infrared light (740 nm) 
(Fig. 1-12). Upon expression, apo-Phy (not 
bound to a chromophore) spontaneously absorbs 
phycocyanobilin (PCB), a chromophore found in 
photosynthetic organisms, and becomes red 
light-responsive; however, in organisms that do 
not perform photosynthesis, PCB must be introduced into cells artificially or 
synthesized by exogenous enzymes61,62. Upon red light (660 nm) exposure, 
PCB-bound Phy (holo-Phy) changes its conformation to Pfr form, active state, and 
interacts with phytochrome interacting factor (PIF)46 within seconds. This interaction is 
stable for hours in the dark, but can be reverted (Pr form, inactive state) within seconds 
by infrared light exposure27.  
Shimizu-Sato et al.19 demonstrated that the light-dependent interaction of PhyA 
with PIF3 enable to control transcription in yeast cells added with phycocyanobilin. 
Light-induced recruitment of a transcriptional activation factor fused with PIF3 to a 
DNA-binding domain fused with PhyA increased in gene transcription. Levskaya et 
al.27 showed the PhyB–PIF6 interaction can control translocation of the Rac activator 
Figure 1-12. The structure of 
photosensing module of plant 
(Arabidopsis thaliana) PhyB in Pr 
(inactive) state. 
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Tiam to the membrane in mammalian cells added with phycocyanobilin (Fig. 1-13). 
Local irradiation resulted in the local lamellipodia formation, as expected with Rac 
activation. The absorption of red light by Phys contrasts with the blue light absorption 
by flavin-binding proteins. Red light would be desirable for the lower photo-toxicity 
and improved penetration through tissue. However, this system has shown slower 
introduction by cell biologists than the LOV domain or cryptochrome-based systems. 
Reasons for the reduced number of applications using Phy–PIF system could be the 
necessity to tediously adding with the chromophore, the high sensitivity of Phy 
domains and a requirement for high Phy expression levels63. 
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Figure 1-13. Light-induced heterodimerization between phytochrome and PIF 
has been used to upregulate transcription (A) and to control protein 
localization (B). The chromophore of phytochrome is phytochromobilin. POI; 
Protein of interest. 
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I-II-(iv) Dronpa  
Dronpa is a fluorescent protein (FP) that is activated by light (photoactivatable 
FP). Photoactivation not only changes the 
fluorescence of FP but also modifies its 
quaternary structure. In the dark state (not 
photoactivated), Dronpa is a monomer; in the 
activated state, it forms a dimer (Fig. 1-14). 
The Dronpa-based system was found to be 
more robust when the protein system is in the 
dimeric state. On the other hand, in monomer 
state, Dronpa has a low affinity for each other; therefore, to facilitate dimerization, 
each copy of Dronpa is fused respectively to the amino and carboxyl termini of a 
protein of interest (POI). When the system is irradiated with UV light at 390 nm, the 
Dronpa domains at both ends of POI bind to each other; this binding inhibits the 
function of the POI by changing the conformation of POI with the steric hindrance of 
Dronpa dimer. The extent of protein inhibition can be traced by the change in the 
intensity of fluorescence of Dronpa. This inhibition can be reversed by irradiation with 
blue light at 490 nm, which reverts Dronpa back to a monomer47, and the POI recovers 
activity (Fig. 1-15). Dronpa has an internal chromophore; hence there is no need for 
adding chromophore to the system. Latterly, Dronpa was further engineered to change 
Figure 1-14. The structure of 
Dronpa dark-state dimer. When 
exoposed to the UV light, they 
associate to be homodimers. 
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Figure 1-16. The POI can be recruited to plasma membrane anchored DronpaN in 
a tetrameric complex when fused to DronpaN. The recruitment with 490 nm light is 
reversed upon illumination with 390 nm light.  
 
its oligomeric state by activation. By introduction of the K145N substitution, a 
homotetrameric complex was formed, monomerizing through irradiation with blue 
light (Fig. 1-16). Dronpa was successfully applied by Zhou et al. for photo-caging of 
enzymes and mediators of cellular signaling and membrane translocation (fluorescent 
protein mNeptune)47. 
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Figure 1-15. Light-induced heterodimerization between DronpaK and 
DronpaN can be utilized to cage targets such as GEFs, activated by violet 
light, and inactivated by blue light respectively. DronpaN is mutant with K145N 
substitution.  
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I-II-(v) UVR8 (ULTRAVIOLET RESPONSE 8)  
 
A couple of years ago, a plant protein had been characterized that demonstrated 
light-manipulated binding without using any cofactors. UVR8 forms homodimers that 
dissociate upon UV irradiation, and the monomers can bind CONSTITUTIVELY 
MORPHOGENIC 1 (COP1)64,65 (Fig. 1-17). The natural chromophores in UVR8 are a 
pair of tryptophan residues (aromatic π-bonds) that are involved in cation–π 
interactions with arginine residues (cation) at the dimeric interface. It is speculated that 
photon absorption effects breakage of the cation–π interactions, yielding subtle 
conformational changes that next break the hydrogen-bonds at the dimeric interface64,65. 
The conformational change is significantly long-lived, persisting many hours.  
UVR8 and COP1 were used by two groups to control protein 
heterodimerization in mammalian cells with UV light. Muller et al.66 fused UVR8 to a 
DNA-binding domain and COP1 to a transcriptional activation factor (Fig. 1-18), as 
Crefcoeur et al.35 reversed the sequential order of UVR8 and COP1 and regulated the 
subcellular localization of POI (Fig. 1-19). However, the disadvantage of the UVR8–
Figure 1-17. UVR8 forms homodimers in the dark. They dissociate 
upon UV illumination, after which the monomers are able to bind 
COP1. 
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COP1 system is that it requires prolonged exposure to UV light that is mutagenic and 
phototoxic, although acute phototoxicity can be minimized by applying UV light 
pulses35,66. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      
 
 300 nm 
  
ON 
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UVR8 
COP1 
AD  
Figure 1-18. Light induced heterodimerization by UVR8 has been 
used to control transcription. In the dark, UVR8 forms homodimer. 
Irradiated UV light, UVR8 dissociates to be monomer and bind to 
COP1. 
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Figure 1-19. Light induced heterodimerization by UVR8 has been used 
to control protein localization, in this case, cytoplasm-to-nucleus 
transport of POI. In the dark, UVR8 forms homodimer. Irradiated UV 
light, UVR8 dissociates to be monomer and bind to COP1. 
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I-III  Photoreceptor Vivid (VVD) 
VVD is a LOV protein, isolated from Neurospora crassa, involved in the 
adaptation to increasing levels of blue light67,68 (Fig. 1-20). VVD has only a 
photosensitive LOV domain connected to an Ncap (a long and flexible peptide domain 
at the amino-termini of VVD) needed for cellular signal transduction by stabilizing 
homodimerization50. In contrast to AsLOV2, another LOV domain that has Jα helix, 
cellular signaling evoked by VVD does not need an effector domain, but involves the 
light-dependent homodimerization of VVD69. Structurally, VVD is one of only two 
LOV proteins that have had the crystal structure obtained for both the dark and light 
states, offering valuable insights into the mechanism of signal transduction by LOV 
proteins.  
 
Figure 1-20.  Crystal structure of VVD in the dark state, and important residues 
interacting with the cofactor FAD. Cys108 makes the covalent bond with FAD when 
irradiated with blue light. Ile74 has van der Waals contact with Cys108. Met135 
and Met165 supports the isoalloxazine ring. Ile52 and Met55 make interaction 
surface of dimerization. 
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The crystal structures indicated a mechanism of emitting cellular signal similar 
to that of AsLOV2, but with a different functional outcome. Structural data reveal that 
the apparent rotation of Q182 occurs following a combination of C4a adduct formation 
and N5 protonation43 (Fig. 1-21). Rotation of Q182 favors the formation of H-bonds 
with the newly protonated N5 of the chromophore FAD and the resulting changes in 
the H-bond network spread to the surface of the protein through interactions with A72 
within Aβ (Fig. 1-22). These lead to changes in the Ncap structure through a common 
hinge region43,70–73. The key point of signal propagation is C71, which resides at a deep 
position, and its rotation generates a large change in the positional relationship between 
the LOV core and Ncap. Hydrophobic clefts exposed by these movements support 
homodimerization mediated by the modified Ncap structure. Small-angle X-ray 
scattering (SAXS) and light-state crystal structures indicate that VVD is a low-affinity, 
rapidly exchanging dimer under the influence of the reorganization of Ncap. 
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Figure 1-22.  VVD signaling. Each residue number designate Q182 
(Q101), C108 (C38), A72 (A2), C71 (C1) and D68 (D-2). These residues 
propagate the changes of hydrogen bonds network that starts at Q182 to the 
Ncap when irradiated with blue light. C4a adduct formation promotes 
rotation of Q182 to change H-bonds to A72. Displacement of the Ncap 
reorientates C71 to disrupt contacts with D-2, providing rearrangement of 
the Ncap and dimer formation. 
Figure 1-21. Signal propagation in VVD is initiated by a combination 
of C4a adduct formation with the cysteine of AsLOV2 and N5 
protonation on isoalloxazine ring of FAD. Protonation of the N5 
position alters H-bonding contacts to a glutamine residue.  
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LightOn system 
Wang et al.30 developed a light-switchable transgene system based on VVD and 
a synthetic, genetically encoded light-switchable transactivator (Fig. 1-23). The 
transactivator interactions the promoter when irradiated with blue light and quickly 
initiates transcription of target genes in mammalian cells and in mice. They named the 
gene promoter system based on VVD ‘LightOn’. 
 
 
  
  
  
  
 
  
 
 
Light 
Dark 
Transactivator 
VVD 
ON 
OFF Gal4 
Figure 1-23. Schematic representation of the LightOn system. After light activation, VVD with 
Gal4 homodimerizes, interacts with correspondent elements and initiates expression of the 
gene of interest. 
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Light-dependent dimerization makes VVD an ideal candidate optogenetic tool 
for regulating protein interactions; however, the low dimer affinity and long-lasting 
active state limit its versatility. Some novel approaches have been used to both harness 
and improve VVD as an optogenetic tool. One of those approaches is the VVD 
LightOn system, described above, which is a modification of yeast and mammalian 
2-hybrid approaches74,75. In the next section, I will focus on the ‘Magnet system’ 
engineered in our laboratory to highlight the structural and chemical tuning of VVD. 
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I-IV  Magnet system 
The VVD-based magnet system focused on rectifying two limitations of 
VVD-based tools, that is, slow on and off kinetics and low dimer affinity. The magnet 
system modified the Ncap structure, which was key for developing a pair of VVD 
variants that can only heterodimerize and do not form homodimers. Specifically, we 
introduced charged residues into strategic regions of the interacting surfaces of VVD 
(Ile52 and Met55). By creating a modified VVD pair, one with a negative charge 
(Arg52/Arg55) and another with a positive charge (Asp52/Gly55), we were able to 
achieve a robust system with 	40-fold activation upon light irradiation76. By 
introducing a slow-cycling variant with higher affinity in one component, paired with a 
fast-cycling mutant in the other, we achieved further amplification of the signal output 
and improved the on/off kinetics. The newly engineered system offers modifiable 
kinetics (four orders of magnitude) and signal strength (a maximum of a 13-fold 
increase in signal intensity)76. The magnet system enabled me to manipulate cellular 
processes such as protein-protein interactions76 (Fig. 1-24) and genome editing77. 
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One of the magnet variants, pMagFast2 (Table 1-2), showed a rapid off rate 
(the rate of dissociation from nMagFast2, 25 s76) and has the potential to produce a 
highly functional optogenetic system. However, there were several aspects of the 
system that could still be improved upon. For example, although pMagFast2 is a fast 
kinetics version of pMag, its binding affinity is lower than normal pMag. In the present 
study, I aimed to resolve the problems within the magnet system and develop a new, 
highly functional optogenetic tool based on the magnet system, with a quick off-rate 
and exquisite spatiotemporal specificity. An optogenetic system based on this 
photoswitch, the enhanced magnet system, showed highly efficient induction of 
cellular functions with precise spatiotemporal controllability. 
  
“OFF” 
“ON” 
 
  
A 
 
B 
A B 
proteins to interact with 
 
photoswitch (Magnet) 
Dark 
Blue light 
Figure 1-24. The Magnet system. The blue-light dependent dimerization 
assists the complementation of fused protein to each other magnet. Upon 
the blue-light exposure, complemented fragments of protein acquire the 
activity. In the dark, Magnet dissociates from each other, and the fragments 
of protein lose the activity. 
 
nMag 
pMag 
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Magnets mutation t1/2 
VVD (WT) Ile52, Met55  
pMag Arg52, Arg55 
 
nMag Asp52, Gly55 
 
MagHigh1 Ile74, Ile85, Ile135, Ile165 4.7 h 
Mag(Normal) Ile74, Ile85, Met135, Met165 1.8 h 
MagFast1 Ile74, Val85, Met135, Met165 4.2 min 
MagFast2 Val74, Val85, Met135, Met165 25 s 
Table 1-2. The variants of Magnets. ”t1/2” indicates half-life of dissociation from each other 
magnet. For example, interaction between pMagHigh1 and nMagHigh1 lasts for 4.7 hours. 
High1 shows best affinity, but it takes a lot of time for them to dissociate from each other. 
On the other hand, Fast2 dissociates from the partner in seconds. Ref [76]. WT; wild type. 
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I-V  Purpose of the present study 
The dissociation kinetics of the Magnet system described above is faster than 
that of any other optogenetic tool (Table 1-3). I attempted to utilize this advantage to 
create a new system with high avidity and spatiotemporality. To evaluate the efficiency 
and spatial-temporal fidelity of the optogenetic systems, I used photo-induced 
translocation to plasma membrane and formation of lamellipodia. 
In Chapter 2, I focused on the drawbacks of the Magnet system and strategies 
for its improvement. Although the Magnet system possesses many advantages 
including fast kinetics, low background activity and small size, its drawback is the low 
affinity between pMag and nMag. In the previous study, the lack of affinity was 
resolved, but another problem, the low expression of the system, arose. Therefore, I 
introduced a self-assembly domain into the Magnet system, which overcame the 
drawback and conferred high avidity to the system simultaneously.  
In Chapter 3, I discuss application of the improved system to 
photo-manipulation of cellular signaling by fusing functional domains to CAD-Magnet. 
CAD-Magnet system has high avidity as verified in Chapter 2 and is able to hold many 
functional domains in an assembled probe at the same time. Under this working 
hypothesis, I compared the efficiency of inducing the plasma membrane response 
between the CAD-Magnet and tandemly-repeated Magnet to show the superiority of 
the power of CAD-Magnet. I successfully induced the plasma membrane morphology 
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changes at the place and the time of interest with light, and the CAD-Magnet system 
was more efficient. I affirmed that this improved Magnet system shows large-scale 
membrane ruffle and lamellipodia. In addition, I created a 4D movie of 
photo-regulation of the new Magnet system with the functional domains. This is a new 
attempt by high-speed scanning confocal florescence microscopy with high 
spatial-temporal resolution. Previous studies of optogenetic regulation mainly focused 
on the edge of the plasma membrane by 2D movie, but I have also analyzed 
intracellular surface of the plasma membrane (apical ruffle) using 3D live scanning. 
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Application System Signaling targets Dissociation time Refs 
Membrane 
recruitment 
pa-Rac Rac1  43 s [28] 
 iLID Tiam1 < 30 s [54] 
 FKF1/GI Rac1 > 100000 s [26] 
 PhyB/PIF6 Tiam1  (inducible) [27] 
 Dronpa mNeptune  (inducible) [47] 
 Magnet PI3K, Tiam1 < 10 – 17000 s [76] 
Gene 
Expression EL222 HTH < 50 s [51] 
 VVD Gal4 < 7200 s [30] 
 CRY2/CIB1 Gal4    ND    [23] 
 UVR8/COP1 VP16  7100 s [66] 
Protein caging Dronpa Cdc42  (inducible) [47] 
Protein 
inactivation 
CRY2, MD Vav2  340 s [78] 
 
  
Table 1-3. Summary of application of individual light-sensitive protein pairs in optogenetic toolboxes. 
In “Membrane recruitement”, “Dissociation times” are shown. These indicate times needed for 
dissociation from plasma membrane in the dark. ‘– (inducible)’ indicates that the system dissociates 
from membrane upon light exposure. HTH; helix-turn-helix. 
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II-I  Introduction 
Our laboratory previously set out to improve VVD (Vivid), as this protein 
displays undesirable homodimerization1. Its homodimerization interface was 
engineered to develop two distinct Vivid variants, one positively and one negatively 
charged, named positive Magnet (pMag) and negative Magnet (nMag) respectively. 
When these two proteins bind to each other, electrostatic effect inside the interaction 
surface prevent unwanted homodimerization and providing selective light-induced 
heterodimerization. The Magnet system enabled manipulating cellular functions such 
as protein-protein interactions2 and genome editing3. Nevertheless, there is still 
potential for improvement. For example, to enhance the nMag binding ability of 
pMagFast2, a pMag variant with fast kinetics, we introduced several pMagFast2 
modules in tandem into a single construct, such as in pMagFast2(3×). However, we 
found that the expression level of our construct drastically decreased with increasing 
number of pMagFast2 integrated into a single construct. 
In order to overcome this trade-off between binding ability and expression 
levels, here I used different assembly domains (ADs) to tag pMags in order to form an 
oligomeric complex. Out of the several domains tested, Ca2+/calmodulin-dependent 
protein kinase IIα (CaMKIIα) association domain (CAD)-tagged pMag photoswitches 
exhibited strong nMag binding without a decrease in their expression levels. When I 
fused CAD to pMagFast2, the resulting CAD-pMagFast2 still retrained its fast 
switching kinetics, indicating that CAD did not interfere with the property of 
pMagFast2 by steric hindrance. Therefore, this assembly-domain based Magnet system 
is suited for photo-regulation of cellular signaling efficiently.   
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II-II  Materials and methods 
 II-II-(i) Plasmid construction. 
cDNAs encoding mouse CaMKIIα association domain (315−478), and human 
H ferritin full length (1−183) were synthesized by GenScript (Piscataway, NJ, USA). 
Both cDNA sequences were humanized. mCherry, DsRed-Express, and 
DsRed-Express2 were purchased from Clontech (Mountain View, CA, USA). All 
constructs were cloned into pcDNA3.1 (Invitrogen; Carlsbad, CA, USA).  
 
 II-II-(ii) Cell culture. 
COS-7 and HEK293T cells (American Type Culture Collection (ATCC)) were 
cultured at 37°C under 5% CO2 in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM; 
Invitrogen) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (GIBCO, Carlsbad, CA, USA), 
100 unit/ml penicillin and 100mg/ml of streptomycin (GIBCO). All cell culture was 
performed in this way, unless otherwise indicated. 
 
 II-II-(iii) Dish coating. 
Glass-bottomed dishes (Matsunami Glass; Osaka, Japan) were coated with 25 
µg/ml of human fibronectin (BD Biosciences; Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA) at room 
temperature for 1 h, and then washed twice with 2 ml of Milli-Q water. 
 
 II-II-(iv) TIRF translocation assay. 
To conduct the plasma membrane translocation assay of assembled pMag 
probes using TIRF imaging, 1.5 × 104 cells COS-7 cells were plated on the well of 
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35-mm glass-bottomed dishes, and cultured for 24 h at 37°C in 5% CO2. The cells 
were transfected with cDNAs encoding each assembled pMag probe and 
nMagHigh1-EGFP-CAAX at 1:1 ratio using X-tremeGENE 9 reagent (Roche 
Diagnostics; Mannheim, Germany) at 37°C. The total amount of DNA was 0.15 µg per 
dish. One day after transfection, the medium was replaced by DMEM culture medium 
supplemented with 10% FBS. The cells were maintained for 24 h at 28°C. Before 
imaging, the culture medium was replaced with Hanks’ Balanced Salt Solution (HBSS; 
Grand Island Biological; Grand Island, NY, USA). Imaging was performed at room 
temperature with the 100× oil objective on the stage of an ECLIPSE Ti TIRF 
microscope (Nikon; Tokyo, Japan). Fluorescence images of mCherry or DsRed were 
taken using an optically pumped semiconductor laser at 561 nm (Coherent; CA, USA). 
Blue light irradiation was conducted using an optically pumped semiconductor laser 
(488 nm) at 1.0 mW for 50 ms. 
 
 II-II-(v) Confocal laser scanning microscopy imaging. 
To obtain the confocal images of the plasma membrane translocation of 
assembled pMag activators, HEK293T cells were plated at 3.0 × 104 cells per well (for 
COS-7 at 1.5 × 104 cells per well) in 35-mm glass-bottomed dishes coated with 
fibronectin and cultured for 24 h at 37°C in 5% CO2. The cells were transfected with 
cDNAs encoding each assembled pMag activator and nMagHigh1-EGFP-CAAX at 1:1 
ratio using X-tremeGENE 9 reagent at 37°C. The total amount of DNA was 0.15 µg 
per dish. One day after transfection, the medium was replaced by DMEM culture 
medium supplemented with 10% FBS. The cells were maintained for 24 h at 28°C. 
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Before imaging, the culture medium was replaced with HBSS. Imaging was performed 
at with the 60× oil objective under the confocal laser-scanning microscope (FV1200, 
Olympus, Tokyo, Japan). During the experiment, the temperature of the sample was 
maintained at 37°C by a stage top incubator (Tokai Hit; Fujinomiya, Japan). EGFP, 
mCherry and DsRed were excited using a laser diode at 473 nm (Olympus) and at 559 
nm (NTT Electronics; Yokohama, Japan), and using a solid-state laser at 515 nm 
(Coherent). Blue light irradiation was performed with a laser diode at 473 nm at 78 
mW/cm2. 
 
 II-II-(vi) A half-life evaluation for on and off kinetics. 
In Figure 3D, and F in order to evaluate a half-life value, the extent of 
pMagFast2-mCh-CAD recruitment to the plasma membrane upon blue light irradiation 
was quantified based on the intensity of pMagFast2-mCh-CAD at the plasma 
membrane. Each time course of the change in mCherry intensity was fitted to an 
exponential saturation curve (y = 1 − exp(−kt)) for Fig. 3-2-4 and an exponential decay 
curve (y = A exp(−kt) + B) for Fig. 3-2-6 with the non-linear least-squares method, 
where y represents fluorescence intensity at time t, A and B are parameter, and k 
indicates the rate constant. The half-life value, t1/2, was determined using the following 
equation (t1/2 = ln 2/k). 
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II-III  Results 
 II-III-(i) Assembly method to enhance the performances of the 
Magnet system 
In order to improve the binding affinity of the components of the Magnet 
system (Fig. 2-1-1), I developed constructs with tandem-repeated pMags to create 
mCherry-tagged version of pMag (pMag-mCh), pMag (2×) (pMag(2×)-mCh), and 
pMag(3×) (pMag(3×)-mCh, Fig. 2-1-2), and expressed them in COS-7 cells. The 
expression levels of these constructs were inversely correlated to the number of pMag 
repetitions (Fig. 2-1-3). In order to overcome the trade-off between the expression 
level and nMag binding affinity, I assessed the possibility of incorporating several 
pMag repeats into a single oligomer through assembly domains (ADs; Fig. 2-1-4). This 
method would increase the binding affinity of pMag for its partner nMag, while at the 
same time keeping the molecular weight of the pMag probe low. 
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Blue Light 
  
 
pMag 
 
FP N− −C 
PM 
FP pMag 
  
nMagHigh1-EGFP-CAAX 
Figure 2-1-1. Fluorescent protein (FP)-tagged positive Magnet (pMag) binds 
with negative Magnet (nMag) tethered to the plasma membrane (PM) with a 
CAAX motif from K-ras in response to blue light. 
Blue Light 
    
 
pMag 
  
pMag pMag 
 
FP −C N− 
Figure 2-1-2. To gain the binding ability, some pMag molecules were 
tandemly repeated. Apparent binding ability (avidity) with nMag is 
increased. 
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pMag-mCh pMag(2×)-mCh pMag(3×)-mCh 
Figure 2-1-3. Tandem-repeated pMag were expressed in COS-7 cells. The expression 
level of pMag was decreased in a pMag number-dependent manner. This means the 
reduction in translocation efficiency. White bar indicates 100 μm. 
Blue Light 
   
 
 
 
pMag 
  
AD FP −C N− 
ADs 
Figure 2-1-4. The strategy used in the present study. Assembly domains 
(ADs) gather and form oligomers including multiple pMags. pMag 
oligomerization through ADs is an alternative way to improve the avidity. 
(top) The primary structure of the pMag probe with AD. 
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     Currently, several ADs are available (Fig. 2-1-5), such as the ones from the red 
fluorescent proteins DsRed-Express (DsRedEx) and DsRed-Express2 (DsRedEx2) 
(Fig. 2-1-5 B), which form homotetramers4, the CaMKIIα association domain (CAD) 
(Fig. 2-1-5A), which forms a donut-like dodecamer5, and ferritin (FTN) (Fig. 2-1-5C), 
which forms a spherical 24-mer6. I fused these ADs to pMag, creating the constructs 
named pMag-DsRed-Ex, pMag-DsRed-Ex2, pMag-CAD, and pMag-FTN. 
 
 
 
Figure 2-1-5 Three different Assembly domains (ADs) were separately 
tethered to pMag and examined in the present study. (A) CaMKIIα 
association domain (CAD) forms a donut-like 12-mer. (B) DsRed form a 
single tetramer, (C) ferritin induces a spherical 24-mer.  
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 First, I checked the expression of pMag-CAD by transfecting COS-7 cells 
with an mCherry-tagged version of this construct (pMag-mCh-CAD). The expression 
level of pMag-mCh-CAD was comparable to that of pMag-mCh, pMag-DsRedEx2, 
and pMag-mCh-FTN (Fig. 2-1-6), indicating that my CAD approach solved the low 
protein expression problem seen with conventional tandem fusions.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Next, I compared the association of different pMag variants to nMag using 
fluorescence confocal microscope imaging. I transfected pMag-mCh into HEK293T 
cells together with nMagHigh1-EGFP-CAAX, a high- affinity variant of nMag 
anchored to the plasma membrane via its CAAX motif7–9. Two days after transfection, 
the mCherry signal from pMag-mCherry exhibited an even cytosolic distribution, 
while I observed nMagHigh1-EGFP-CAAX at the plasma membrane (Fig. 2-1-7, 
upper panels). After irradiation of the whole cell with blue light for 5 sec, there was no 
significant translocation of pMag-mCh at the plasma membrane (Fig. 2-1-7, upper 
panels). Next, I examined the plasma membrane translocation of pMag(3×)-mCh and 
pMag-DsRedEx2. Both systems accumulated pMag at the plasma membrane after blue 
light irradiation. However, some cytosolic fluorescence was still present (Fig. 2-1-7, 
Figure 2-1-6. Low expression of tandem Magnet system and 
recovered high expression of AD-assembled pMag oligomer. 
pMag(3×)-mCh pMag-mCh-CAD pMag-DsRedEx2 pMag-mCh-FTN 
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middle panels). In contrast, the mCherry signal of pMag-mCherry-CAD clearly 
translocated to the plasma membrane after blue light irradiation (Fig. 2-1-7, lower 
panels). These results indicate that pMag-mCh-CAD has a far superior nMag binding 
ability compared to other pMags. Additionally, judging from the data showing that 
pMag did not translocate in the dark state, the Magnet system was not activated by the 
light used for cell observation (543 nm). 
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Figure 2-1-7. The observation of pMag translocation to the plasma membrane in HEK293T cells 
using confocal scanning microscopy (LSM710, Carl Zeiss). White bar indicates 10 μm. Left 
panels show the localization of nMagHigh1-EGFP-CAAX. Middle two panels show pMag 
translocation before and after blue light irradiation. Line profiles of right panels represent 
fluorescence intensities of EGFP (green) and mCherry (black and blue) measured along the 
green lines of the nMagHigh1-EGFP-CAAX images. pMag-mCh-CAD showed sharp 
translocation, which indicates its high binding ability between pMag and nMag. 
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To confirm the results, I used total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) 
microscopy to investigate the translocation of pMag to the plasma membrane, imaging 
MagHigh1-EGFP-CAAX and pMag-mCh-CAD expressed in COS-7 cells. Upon blue 
light irradiation, mCherry fluorescence increased, indicating that pMag-mCherry-CAD 
accumulated to the basal cell membrane (Fig. 2-1-8). Similarly, I examined other 
AD-fused pMags and pMags in tandem repeats. In order to evaluate the effect of 
assembly of each domain, the expression level fluorescence intensity was adjusted to 
that of pMagFast2(3×)-mCherry. I quantified the extent of pMag translocation to the 
plasma membrane as the ratio of mCherry or DsRedEx signal intensity before and after 
blue light irradiation (Fig. 2-1-9). The value of pMag-mCh-CAD (4.1 fold) was 
significantly higher than that of pMag-mCh (1.2 fold), pMag(3×)-mCh (3.0 fold), and 
pMag-mCh-FTN (2.8 fold). The position of the mCherry tag in the construct in relation 
to pMag did not significantly affect these values. For example, pMag-mCh-CAD had a 
value of 4.1 ± 0.3 fold, and mCh-pMag-CAD of 3.8 ± 0.3 fold. Taken together, these 
data demonstrated that CAD was superior to other ADs to control the Magnet system. I 
named then this as the CAD-Magnet system. 
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pMag-mCh-CAD nMagHigh1- 
EGFP-CAAX 
Dark BL 
Figure 2-1-8. Typical TIRF translocation assay image. The binding abilities of pMag probes 
are evaluated by the fold increase of fluorescence intensity of TIRF image after/before 
irradiation with blue light. Anchor expression is confirmed by the image at the instant of 
irradiation with the blue light. Scale bar, 10 μm. 
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Figure 2-1-9. Comparison of the blue light-induced translocation to the plasma 
membrane among various Magnet systems, including the CAD-Magnet system. 
The results were shown as the mean ± standard error of the mean (s. e. m.). 
pMag-mCh-CAD showed the best fold increase of fluorescent intensity after/before 
blue-light irradiation, thereby, the highest binding ability. It showed superior affinity 
to pMag(3×)-mCh significantly. Asterisk indicates significant difference by unpaired 
two-tailed Student’s t test, ***P < 0.001. 
*** 
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II-III-(ii) Kinetic study of the CAD-Magnet system 
Next, in order to achieve quick photo-switching, I used the CAD-Magnet 
system with pMagFast2, a pMag variant with fast switch-off kinetics2. I expressed 
pMagFast2-mCh-CAD (F2C) and nMagHigh1-EGFP-CAAX together in HEK293T 
cells (Fig. 2-2-1). F2C exhibited even cytosolic distribution without blue light 
stimulation. After blue light irradiation, F2C was promptly translocated to the plasma 
membrane. After turning off the blue light, F2C returned to the cytosol. F2C was 
repeatedly recruited to the plasma membrane by switching on and off the blue light 
irradiation (Fig. 2-2-1, 2-2-2).  
  
Blue Light 
Dark 
Figure 2-2-1. F2C translocates to plasma membrane (PM) upon 
blue-light exposure. In the dark, it dissociates from PM quickly. 
This process is repeatable. 
t 
d 
30 s BL 20 s BL 20 s BL 20 s BL 20 s 
5 μm 
Figure 2-2-2. Kymograph at the yellow section of the left image. Upper 
blue lines indicate irradiation of blue light. White bar indicates 30 s. 
Irradiated with BL (blue light), F2C translocated instantly. When the light 
irradiation stopped, F2C dissociated into the cytosol rapidly. 
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Time-lapse imaging showed that the translocation of F2C to the plasma 
membrane was completed in a few seconds. Kymograph analysis showed that the 
half-life of the switch-on kinetics of F2C was 0.82 sec (Fig. 2-2-3, 2-2-4). 
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Figure 2-2-3. Magnified images of F2C translocation during the first irradiation with 
blue light all over the cell. In few seconds, F2C translocated completely to the plasma 
membrane. Scale bar, 5 μm. 
Figure 2-2-4. Analysis of the kinetics of F2C and nMagHigh1 binding. 
Normalized intensity was analyzed based on the F2C intensity at the 
plasma membrane. The t1/2 was evaluated based on a curve fitted as a 
monoexponential function to the time course of the normalized intensity 
of F2C. The error bars indicate standard s.e.m. from three independent 
measurements. 
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Additionally, the half-life of the switch-off kinetics was 8.6 sec, comparable to 
that of pMagFast2(3x)-iRFP (6.8 sec) (Fig. 2-2-5, 2-2-6), indicating that CAD did not 
interfere with the fast switch-off kinetics of pMagFast2. This half-life of dissociation is 
superior to CRY2 (E349R) (2.5 min)10, AsLOV2 (81 sec)11, and iLID (< 30 sec)12. 
 
  Time (s) 
Figure 2-2-5. Magnified images of the recovery of F2C to the cytosol after 
the blue light was turned off. After around 10 seconds, F2C disappeared 
on the edge, which showed gradual dissociation of F2C from the PM. 
Scale bar, 5 μm. 
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Figure 2-2-6. Analysis of the kinetics of F2C dissociation from nMagHigh1. Normalized 
intensity was analyzed based on the F2C intensity at the plasma membrane. The t1/2 
was evaluated based on a curve fitted as a monoexponential function to the time 
course of normalized intensity of F2C. The error bars indicate s.e.m. from three 
independent measurements. 
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I also performed experiments with subcellular blue light irradiation (Fig. 2-2-7, 
2-2-8). I expressed F2C and nMagHigh1-EGFP-CAAX in HEK293T cells (Fig. 2-2-7). 
Upon blue light irradiation at the edge of the plasma membrane, I observed local 
translocation of F2C (Fig. 2-2-7). After I switched off the blue light irradiation, F2C 
quickly disappeared from the plasma membrane (Fig. 2-2-7).  
 
 
 
 
Next, localized blue light irradiation (Fig. 2-2-8 bottom panel) resulted in the 
accumulation of F2C at the corresponding cell region (Fig. 2-2-8 upper panel). 
Sequential subcellular blue light irradiation induced accumulation of F2C in those 
regions (Fig. 2-2-8). Taken together, these data indicated that F2C and 
nMagHigh1-EGFP-CAAX allowed for spatial and temporal control of protein 
subcellular localization in living cells. 
 
  
Figure 2-2-7. F2C translocation to the local region of the plasma membrane in 
HEK293T cells expressing nMagHigh1-EGFP-CAAX. The region surrounded by the 
white square was irradiated with blue light. At 5 s the local accumulation of F2C was 
observed there (middle panel). The white bar indicates 5 μm. 
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Figure 2-2-8. Local accumulation of F2C upon consecutive blue light irradiation at 
the different local regions of the plasma membrane in HEK293T cells expressing 
nMagHigh1-EGFP-CAAX. In the upper panel, increased F2C fluorescence was 
shown with the subtraction way, in which F2C fluorescence intensity before blue 
light irradiation was subtracted from the intensity after blue light irradiation. Blue 
ellipses at bottom panels indicate the irradiated regions. White bar indicates 10 
μm. 
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II-IV  Discussion 
By fusing the assembly domain to Magnet, I succeeded in creating the new 
optogenetic system, which shows high expression, high avidity, and fast kinetics. 
These advantages are important to make a superior optogenetic system, with efficient 
functional induction power and high spatiotemporal fidelity. High expression and high 
avidity are necessary for powerful translocation, and fast kinetics leads to the precise 
spatiotemporal control. For the assembly domain, I selected CaMKIIα association 
domain (CAD) over DsRed and ferritin, based upon the results of translocation assay. 
This success could be attributed to the conformation of the domain. DsRed and ferritin 
are full-length protein; on the other hand, CAD is truncated off the kinase domain. I 
replaced the kinase domain with the interaction domain (Magnet). The resulting new 
self-assembly type of optogenetic system showed sharp translocation to the plasma 
membrane and quick dissociation (t1/2 = 8.6 s) from the membrane. This time constant 
is comparable to that of 6.8 s, as obtained in the previous study of Magnet 
(pMagFast2(3×)-iRFP), and the speed of dissociation was superior to that of CRY2 
(E349R) (2.5 min)10, AsLOV2 (81 s)11, and iLID (< 30 s)12. Therefore, the new system 
is the fastest of all the other technologies. In addition, the photo-manipulation of the 
system was accurate about the subcellular translocation point and time of irradiation 
with light. The system also corresponded to the moving irradiated region and chased 
the spot. 
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In the following chapter, I discuss the application of the new system to 
inducible membrane recruitment of the representative GEF (guanine nucleotide 
exchange factor), Tiam1. The new system showed efficient and spatiotemporal 
induction of membrane morphology change. 
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III-I  Introduction 
In this chapter, I applied the new Magnet system, engineered using the method 
explained in the previous chapter, to carry out effective induction of cellular signaling. 
To induce cellular signaling, I used the Dbl and pleckstrin homology (DH/PH) domain 
of the T-lymphoma invasion and metastasis 1 (Tiam1) protein, which enabled the 
regulation of spatiotemporal signaling of this GEF (guanine nucleotide exchange 
factor). This led to the formation of lamellipodia and cell ruffles as a result of actin 
reorganization induced by translocation of Tiam1 DH/PH domain driven by blue light 
irradiation. Thus, the local light exposure to CAD-Magnet system combined with 4D 
imaging allowed dissection of the ruffle dynamics on apical plasma membranes.  
 
 III-I-(i)  Activation of Rac1 by Tiam1 
In 1994, Tiam1 was identified as a GEF specific for Rac1 activation1. Tiam1 
mainly acts upstream of Rac1 and regulates the Rac1-mediated signaling pathways, 
including cytoskeletal activities, endocytosis and membrane trafficking, cell polarity, 
cell migration, cell growth and survival, adhesion and invasion, metastasis, and 
carcinogenesis2. As illustrated in Fig. 3-1-1, Tiam1 is a large, multi-domain protein 
characterized by the presence of DH/PH domains, and thus belongs to the Dbl-like 
family of guanine exchange factors that regulate small GTPases of the Rho family. 
DH/PH domain is at the carboxy-terminal region and the minimal unit required for 
nucleotide exchange. 
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During activation, the Tiam1 DH domain contacts the switch region of Rac1 
(Fig. 3-1-2). The DH-associated PH domains have several functions, including 
localization of Dbl-family proteins to plasma membranes and intramolecular regulation 
of exchange activity through the binding of specific membrane components. 
Rac1 is one of the Rho GTPases, and upon activation, it activates Arp2/3 
complex, mDia2, and PAK3. These signaling proteins induce actin polymerization. In 
particular, Arp2/3 complex initiates branching in the actin filaments, thereby forming 
net-like actin filaments, which are observed as lamellipodia on the edge of the plasma 
membrane. Lamellipodia are easily detectable by confocal laser-scanning microscopy4–7. 
Additionally, in the preceding study (engineering the Magnet system), the response of 
membrane recruitment of Tiam1 DH/PH domain (the formation of lamellipodia) was 
clear7. Therefore, I selected the Tiam1 signaling pathway as the target of the improved 
Magnet system, of which the efficiency was tested in its application to induction of 
lamellipodia. 
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Figure 3-1-1. The primary structure of Tiam1 (full length). The DH and C-PH 
domain was employed for induction of cellular signaling in this study. DH domain 
grab the switch domain of Rac1 and activate Rac1. 
Figure 3-1-2. The structure of the Tiam1/Rac1 complex. Switch regions of 
Rac1 are red; the rest of the G protein is green. Tiam1 DH and PH domains 
are yellow and blue, respectively; disordered regions are orange. 
DH domain grabs the switch regions of Rac1 and activate it. 
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III-II  Materials and methods 
 III-II-(i) Plasmid construction. 
Mouse Tiam1 cDNA was obtained from Addgene (22277) (Cambridge, MA, 
USA). A DH/PH domain (1033−1406) of Tiam1 was prepared by polymerase chain 
reaction (PCR). All constructs were cloned into pcDNA3.1 (Invitrogen; Carlsbad, CA, 
USA). 
 
 III-II-(ii) Cell culture and dish coating. 
They were prepared as described above (in Chapter II-II, p.49). 
 
 III-II-(iii) Confocal laser scanning microscopy imaging. 
 To observe morphological changes in the plasma membrane using assembled 
pMag activators, COS-7 cells were plated at 0.3 × 104 cells per dish on glass-bottomed 
dishes coated with fibronectin. The cells were transfected with both 
Lifeact-mCherry-P2A-Tiam1-pMagFast2-CAD and nMagHigh1-EGFP-CAAX 
plasmids at 1:9 ratio using X-tremeGENE 9 reagent. The total amount of DNA was 
0.15 µg per dish. 24 hours after transfection, the medium was replaced by DMEM 
culture medium supplemented with 10% FBS. The cells were maintained for 24 h at 
28°C. Imaging was performed at 37°C with the 63× oil objective lens under the 
confocal laser-scanning microscope (LSM710 Carl Zeiss, Germany). During the 
experiment, the temperature of the sample was maintained at 37°C by a stage top 
incubator. EGFP, mCherry and DsRed-Express2 were excited using a multi-line Argon 
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laser (514 nm) and a HeNe laser (543 nm). Blue light irradiation was performed with a 
multi-line Argon laser (488 nm) at 0.25 mW. 
4D image in Fig. 3-3-7, 3-3-12 was taken at 37°C with the 63× oil objective under the 
white light laser scanning confocal microscope (TCS SP8 X, Leica Microsystems, 
Germany). Each image was composed from stacking of 17 slices of X−Y images; 17 
slices cover 12.8 µm. 
 
III-III  Results 
 III-III-(i)  Optical control of membrane morphology  
             by the CAD-Magnet system 
Previous reports indicate that plasma membrane translocation of Tiam14,5, a 
GEF regulating Rac1 activation, through its DH/PH domain induces the development 
of membrane ruffles and lamellipodia2,4,5,8. In order to precisely control lamellipodia 
formation, I fused the Tiam1 DH/PH domain to pMagFast2(3×) (TiamF2(3×); Fig. 
3-3-1). To visualize actin dynamics, I fused Lifeact, a 17 amino acid actin-binding 
peptide9, to mCherry (LifemCh). Both constructs flanked a P2A peptide 
(LifemCh-P2A-TiamF2(3×)), enabling equal expression of both proteins10. I expressed 
LifemCh-P2A-TiamF2(3×) and nMagHigh1-EGFP-CAAX in COS-7 cells, and after 
whole-cell irradiation with blue light, LifemCh labeled the periphery of the cell, 
indicating lamellipodia generation at the plasma membrane (Fig. 3-3-1).   
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Figure 3-3-1. Schematic of Tiam1-pMagFast2(3×). A DH/PH domain of Tiam1 was 
fused with pMagFast2(3×). The activator can translocate to the plasma membrane 
where nMagHigh1-EGFP-CAAX was tethered in response to blue light, and induce 
ruffles and lamellipodia through Rac1 activation. 
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Figure 3-3-2. Schematic of Tiam1-pMagFast2-CAD (TiamF2C). Twelve Tiam1 
molecules can be incorporated into a F2C complex. The TiamF2C is expected to 
efficiently lead to ruffles and lamellipodia through Rac1 activation on the plasma 
membrane in a blue light-dependent manner. 
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Next, I also examined pMagFast2-CAD. As in the case of TiamF2(3×), I fused 
the Tiam1 DH/PH domain to pMagFast2-CAD (TiamF2C) (Fig. 3-3-2), linked it to 
Lifeact-mCherry through P2A (LifemCh-P2A-TiamF2C) and expressed it together 
with nMagHigh1-EGFP-CAAX in COS-7 cells. After blue light irradiation, these cells 
exhibited stronger plasma membrane expansion and lamellipodia formation than those 
expressing LifemCh-P2A-TiamF2(3×) (Fig. 3-3-3).  
 
 
   
Figure 3-3-3. Effect of the Tiam1-Magnet system on actin regulation and cell 
membrane expansion in COS-7 cells upon irradiation of the whole cell with blue light 
for 10 min. Actin dynamics were observed with Lifeact-mCherry. Photo-induced 
lamellipodia by TiamF2(3×) (upper) and by TiamF2C (lower). Cyan area is expanded, 
and red area is contracted region. Scale bar, 20 μm. 
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Figure 3-3-4. Cell area change was analyzed by the change of the cell shape. 
(1) and (2) are the data of TiamF2(3×) and TiamF2C respectively. TiamF2C 
showed 2.6-fold higher data than that of TiamF2(3×). Data represent average 
and s.e.m. Asterisk indicates significant differences by unpaired two-tailed 
Student’s t-test, ***P<0.001. 
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To analyze the extent of cell expansion as a measure of lamellipodia formation, I 
measured the cell area before and after irradiation (Fig. 3-3-4). 
LifemCh-P2A-TiamF2C induced an expansion 2.6 times higher than that induced by 
LifemCh-P2A-TiamF2(3×) (Fig. 3-3-4). Thus, the synergistic effect resulting from 
improvement of the expression level of the Magnet system and converging the 
signaling molecules by CAD induced a more robust output. In contrast, I observed no 
significant cell area expansion without blue light irradiation (Fig. 3-3-4 (6) and (7)). 
Expression of LifemCh-P2A- TiamF2C or LifemCh-P2A-TiamF2(3×) in the absence 
of nMagHigh1-EGFP- CAAX did not induce cell area expansion (Fig. 3-3-4 (4) and 
(5)). Similarly, blue light irradiation alone induced no cell area expansion (Fig. 3-3-4 
(3)).  
I have previously found that blue light irradiation on a portion of a cell 
expressing the Magnet system results in the plasma membrane expansion in the 
corresponding side and retraction on the other side7. This phenomenon is interpreted as 
a result that the light-irradiated expanding membrane pulled the other side of the cell 
via actin filaments. Therefore, here I irradiated the center of the cell with blue light. 
This focal irradiation resulted in the retraction of the peripheral plasma membrane as 
expected (Fig. 3-3-5). As for cell expansion, LifemCh-P2A-TiamF2C induced more 
membrane retraction than LifemCh-P2A-TiamF2(3×) (Fig. 3-3-6 (1)). Blue light 
irradiation alone did not lead to cell membrane retraction (Fig. 3-3-6 (3)). 
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contracted  
expanded  
 
 
 Dark  BL 
LifemCh-P2A-TiamF2C and LifemCh-P2A-TiamF2(3×) did not induce cell membrane 
retraction without the expression of nMagHigh1-EGFP-CAAX (Fig. 3-3-6 (4), (5)). 
Collectively, these data indicate that LifemCh-P2A-TiamF2C is a robust optogenetic 
tool compared to LifemCh-P2A-TiamF2(3×) to induce Tiam1-mediated actin 
regulation. Additionally, a basal effect is not induced by overexpression of 
Tiam-pMagFast2-CAD, as shown in the dark-state images in Fig. 3-3-3 lower and Fig. 
3-3-5. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Figure 3-3-5. The effect of the TiamF2C on actin regulation and 
cell membrane retraction in COS-7 cells when the center region of 
the cell was irradiated with blue light for 10 min. Scale bar, 20 μm. 
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Figure 3-3-6. The extent of cell membrane retraction was analyzed by the 
change in kymograph of cell shape. TiamF2C showed 2.9-fold higher data 
than that of TiamF2(3×). Data represents average and s.e.m. Asterisk 
indicates significant differences by unpaired two-tailed Student’s t-test, 
**P<0.015. 
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III-III-(ii)  4D imaging of optically inducing apical ruffles 
Finally, I used 4D imaging to observe the plasma membrane after optogenetic 
perturbation by LifemCh-P2A-TiamF2C. I expressed LifemCh-P2A-TiamF2C and 
nMagHigh1-EGFP-CAAX in COS-7 cells and irradiated a local region of the cell with 
blue light (Fig. 3-3-7). After irradiation, ruffles rose from the apical plasma membrane 
resulting in cell membrane expansion at the edge close to the irradiated region (Fig. 
3-3-73-3-8).   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Figure 3-3-7. 4D image of local ruffles visualized by Lifeact-mCh in COS-7 cells 
expressing TiamF2C and nMagHigh1-EGFP-CAAX. The region surrounded by a blue 
square was irradiated with blue light for 20 min. Just after irradiation of blue light, apical 
ruffles were formed inside the exposure region. A few minutes after turning off the light, 
ruffles disappeared. White bar shows 10 μm. The major apical ruffles were observed in 
three out of six COS-7 cells expressing the TiamF2C Magnet version. 
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The ruffles were spatially and temporally confined and did not spread to other 
regions. Magnification of the activated region by irradiated TiamF2C revealed that the 
vertical ruffle walls were 5 µm in height (Fig. 3-3-9) and that they formed actin rings 
(Fig. 3-3-10). 
  
Figure 3-3-8. Cell membrane expansion following blue light irradiation at the 
blue square for 20 min. The cell is expressing TiamF2C. White bar shows 20 μm. 
At the same time, inside the blue square apical ruffles were observed. 
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LifemCh-P2A-TiamF2(3×) was also tested. The lamellipodia were observed as 
well as the case of LifemCh-P2A-TiamF2C (Fig. 3-3-11). However, I did not detect 
apical ruffles (Fig. 3-3-12). These data indicate that only the CAD Magnet system 
enables the induction of apical ruffles. Thus, 4D experiment is one of the specific 
applications of the novel pMag assembly system. The potential of the new Magnet 
system, TiamF2C, is that it would be useful to enhance the signal transduction by 
concentrating the effectors at the limited region on the plasma membrane. Since 
mtheCAD-Magnet system is constructed based on rational design, we can avoid the 
issues like the inactivation by CRY2 self-oligomerization11 and, in an opposite way, the 
basal activation of signal transduction by CRY2 self-oligomerization. 
  
Figure 3-3-9. A snapshot of ruffle walls 
indicated by white arrowheads in the 
activated area of the cell expressing 
TiamF2C. 
Figure 3-3-10. Actin ring formation at the 
apical plasma membrane as shown by 
white arrows after ruffle walls overhung on 
the apical plasma membrane in the 
activated area of the cell expressing 
TiamF2C. 
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Figure 3-3-12. 4D image of local ruffles visualized by Lifeact-mCh in COS-7 cells 
expressing TiamF2(3×) and nMagHigh1-EGFP-CAAX. The region surrounded by a 
blue square was irradiated with blue light for 20 min. White bar shows 10 μm. The 
major apical ruffles were not observed in any cells expressing the TiamF2(3×) Magnet 
version (n = 6). 
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Figure 3-3-11. Cell membrane expansion following blue light irradiation at 
the blue square for 20 min. The cell is expressing TiamF2(3×). Expansion 
was also induced by TiamF2(3×), but apical ruffles were not observed. 
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Time course analysis of the z-cross section (shown with a blue rectangle in 
Fig. 3-3-13A) showed that actin ring formation at the apical membrane completed 
within 2 min (Fig. 3-3-13B, top panels). The x-cross section (shown with a green 
rectangle in Fig. 3-3-13A) showed that the ruffles grew vertically (Fig. 3-3-13B, 
middle panels). Then, the ruffle overhung on the apical plasma membrane within 2 min, 
and finally formed a dome structure. The y-cross section (shown with a red rectangle in 
Fig. 3-3-13A) indicated that the bottom and rim part of the ruffle, which was indicated 
as white arrowheads on the time of 65.3 sec, appeared earlier than top part (Fig. 
3-3-13B lower panels). The 4D imaging analysis allowed me to detail the whole apical 
ruffle formation process (Fig. 3-3-13C). In summary, these results demonstrated that 
the CAD-Magnet system displayed strong dimer binding, fast photoswitching kinetics, 
and the ability to drive the localization of multiple effectors. The CAD-Magnet system 
in combination with 4D imaging enabled me to describe the process of ruffle formation 
in detail. 
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Figure 3-3-13. (A) Cross section analysis of a ruffle on the apical plasma membrane. (B) Time 
course of the cross sections of the ruffle specified with a white arrow head in Figure 7A. The upper, 
middle, and bottom cross sections were obtained as shown with blue, green, and red rectangles in 
Figure 7A, respectively. White bars indicate 2 μm. (C) Schematic representative from ruffle formation 
to ruffle dome. Blue lines indicate filamentous actin at the plasma membrane. 
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III-IV  Discussion 
In chapter 2, the creation of a new Magnet system (TiamF2C) with powerful 
(high avidity) and spatiotemporal (fast kinetics) advantages has been discussed. In this 
chapter, the application of this system to inducible translocation of Tiam1 that is the 
selective GDP/GTP exchange factor (GEF) for Rac1, representative Rho GTPase, has 
been mentioned. As compared to tandem type system (TiamF2(3×)), TiamF2C showed 
more powerful induction of lamellipodia and shrinking of the plasma membrane. These 
results indicate that the CAD-Magnet system is a highly efficient tool to regulate Rac1 
at least. Similarly, the system could be applied to other GEFs, GTPase activating 
proteins (GAPs), or GDP dissociation inhibitors (GDIs) to regulate various small 
GTPases efficiently. The effect of introducing CAD derives from the high avidity from 
multivalency of pMag and the number of converged functional domains. TiamF2C also 
showed high spatiotemporal control, which derives from fast kinetics of pMagFast2. In 
other words, the self-assembly domain-based Magnet (photoswitch) system showed 
excellent efficacy and fidelity to light. Therefore, I demonstrated that the self-assembly 
method increased the avidity and multivalency of the photoswitch system to regulate 
cellular signaling efficiently. Fast kinetics is an inherent character of pMagFast2, and 
fusing of CAD to pMagFast2 does not cause steric hindrance of the interaction with 
nMagHigh1 on the plasma membrane. 
As the next measurement, a 4D movie of apical ruffles, induced with light 
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exposure to the CAD-Magnet system, was recorded. It revealed the time-lapse 
dynamics, shape-change, and disappearance of apical ruffles creation. The ruffles 
appeared immediately after the irradiation of light, and disappeared within a couple of 
minutes after removal of light. This indicates the high-spatiotemporal resolution of the 
new system. With another photoswitch system, iLID, Rac1 was regulated and 
lamellipodia were induced efficiently6; however, apical ruffles were not reported in 
this6 as well as in other studies (membrane recruitment of Tiam1 or Rac1)5,7,12,13. They 
pointed out only that their systems enabled to control the shape of the cell edge with 
light at will. Therefore, the apical ruffles produced by optical activation of Rac1 were 
newly measured by 3D live imaging and described in this study. The 3D dynamics of 
apical ruffles was firstly observed with my research using light. In addition, through 
this result, the CAD-Magnet system demonstrates its powerful and spatiotemporal 
manipulation of cellular signaling. 
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 My goal is to develop rational design-based photoswitches to reliably induce 
cellular signaling in living cells. For this purpose, the first version of the Magnet 
system was previously developed with 1:1 pMag/nMag heterodimer formation. Since 
the molecular size of each half was small, the Magnet system was suitable for use in 
applications such as protein complementation, including Photoactivatable CRISPR–
Cas9,1 and Photoactivatable Cre–loxP recombination system.2 Additionally, the 
Magnet system possesses another advantage, such as fast pMag/nMag kinetics (for 
example, the pair of pMagFast2 and nMagHigh1), as described elsewhere,3 which was 
ideal for applying the translocation technology to the activation of cellular signaling. 
However, instead of fast kinetics, the pMag/nMag binding ability was relatively low. 
Additionally, we found that the expression level of this construct decreased with 
increasing number of pMagFast2 molecules integrated into a single construct such as 
pMagFast2(3×). Therefore, further enhancement of the Magnet system was needed. I 
previously engineered the Magnet system from the fungal photoreceptor Vivid4. The 
combination of pMagFast2 and nMagHigh1 resulted in fast switch-on and off kinetics, 
but also in reducing their binding affinity. In order to solve this issue, I adopted ADs. 
CAD-fused pMag oligomerized after translation. This kept its molecular weight lower 
than constructs with tandem repeated pMags, leading to a great improvement in its 
expression. Additionally, the oligomerization of twelve pMags by CAD also enhanced 
their binding to nMag compared to existing pMag and pMag(3×). With these 
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modifications, the performance of the previous Magnet system is improved greatly. 
Furthermore, the CAD-Magnet system also makes it possible to localize effector 
proteins, such as Tiam1, in regions irradiated with blue light. Relocalization of the 
Tiam1 dodecamer could effectively create membrane ruffles and lamellipodia through 
Rac (Fig. 3-3-2). Therefore, the CAD-Magnet-Tiam1 system induced cell membrane 
expansion and retraction more robustly than tandem-repeated Magnet-Tiam1 (Fig. 
3-3-3, Fig. 3-3-4, Fig. 3-3-5, Fig. 3-3-6). Furthermore, the CAD-Magnet-Tiam1 
system allowed a robust spatial and temporal induction of vertical ruffles on the apical 
plasma membrane, allowing, in combination with 4D imaging, to study the whole 
processes in detail (Fig. 3-3-13). In contrast, the formation of apical ruffles was not 
induced with Tiam-pMagFast2(3×). Therefore, the CAD-Magnet system overcomes 
the limitation of the previous tool and could be applied to more robust induction of 
previously reported cellular signaling processes, including PI3K5, trimeric G proteins6, 
GEFs7, cyclins8. 
 Previous studies reported several methods to regulate signal transduction via 
the oligomerization of photoreceptors such as CRY2. For example, LARIAT trap 
recruits proteins into an oligomer consisting of CRY2 and CIB9. This system is able to 
suppress the cell membrane expansion through trapping small G proteins responsible 
for actin polymerization. Similarly, IM-LARIAT can induce the inhibition of 
membrane trafficking through the control of Rab small G proteins10. Additionally, 
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CRY2olig, a point mutation (E490G) of CRY2 resulting in strong homodimerization, 
effectively induces clustering with target proteins of interest11. This method can disrupt 
the function of clathrin light chain and therefore clathrin-mediated endocytosis of 
transferrin. The CLICR system can activate receptor tyrosin kinases (RTKs) by 
clustering through light-induced CRY2 self-oligomerization, inducing cell polarity and 
lamellipodia extension12. However, these previous methods are based on 
uncontrollable aggregation, which often leads to inefficient performances. Here, I 
created rational designed-based clustering system. CAD forms a dodecamer complex. 
Additionally, the Magnet system, based on electrostatic interactions, can avoid 
unexpected homooligomerization. Furthermore, I can use this system to control signal 
transduction components, as CAD-Magnet causes no steric hindrance. CAD-Magnet- 
Tiam1 efficiently induced localized development of membrane ruffles and lamellipodia 
after blue light irradiation. Therefore, the CAD-Magnet system has potential as a tool 
to regulate the transduction of other signals as well. The extension of the research to 
this direction is further tasks in the future. 
Apical plasma membrane ruffles are important for macropinocytosis, integrin 
trafficking, ligand-dependent sequestration and internalization of RTKs, and fast 
remodeling of the actin cytoskeleton during cell migration and invasion13–18. Several 
types of ruffles, such as dorsal, liner, and circular dorsal ruffles, are dynamically 
present on the apical plasma membrane17,19. For example, the lifetime of circular dorsal 
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ruffles, the most studied ruffles produced on the apical plasma membrane, is reported 
to be around 10 minutes20. However, the details of ruffle formation dynamics had 
remained unclear till now. In this study, I revealed the whole apical ruffle formation 
process (Fig. 3-3-9). At first, the ruffle randomly arises from the region irradiated with 
blue light on the apical plasma membrane to create a wall-shaped formation. The 
posture gradually shifts to hang over the shape (Fig. 3-3-13B, middle panels). After 
the tip of the ruffle reaches the apical plasma membrane, the ruffle forms a domed 
structure of less than 5 µm in size (Fig. 3-3-13B, top and middle panels). This domed 
structure lasts for 1 min before the ruffle starts to collapse and fuses with the apical 
plasma membrane, as if the ruffle engulfs its inner content, before finally disappearing 
within 1 min. A previous study demonstrated that the iLID system, consisting of Tiam 
DH/PH domain-SspB and iLID nano-CAAX, could induce the formation of ruffles on 
the cell edge and lamellipodia. However, this report21 and other studies3,22–24 using 
Tiam did not describe induction of apical ruffle formation. In other words, apical 
ruffles had not yet been observed even in 2D movies in an inducible way with light. 
Additionally, apical (dorsal) ruffles are reported mostly as 2D observations using SEM 
or fluorescence microscopy in studies14–20, wherein they are induced by addition of 
growth factor and are not controlled spatiotemporally. Thereby, the origin of ruffle 
formation and the time of its termination are not speculated by these studies. In the 
present study, time-lapse 3D (4D) observation of the apical ruffles provides novel 
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information about the 3D mechanisms underlying formation of apical ruffles, including 
their origination and termination, because herein ruffle formation is inducible in a 
spatiotemporally controlled manner. In conclusion, the CAD-Magnet system combined 
with 4D imaging allowed the first and robust observation of the dynamic 3D processes 
of ruffle formation in detail. This also demonstrates that CAD-Magnet oligomerizing 
system is a valuable tool to address specific questions with power and precision. 
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(I) The sequences of the constructs prepared in this study 
  
(i) pMagFast2-mCh-CAD / pcDNA3.1 
 
8PTK999
1173CC

8AHQYLW>LT-L
733133

(Y=L=
1C7

BVH-LX
7C7

VHN6HY=) DD4*-9,)A	,,A ,
IV
31C13C3CCC1C73333377C771C1C7131CC1C7771C1C3C71773171C31771133773311133
373177C77113C77733337C771C131C33C73733CC77C73CCC7C7133C711131711171313
33377C77CCC1373717C711733CC33C3C131C713177CC131731137317177C73C7773377
11CC73377CCC3C731117333C7137731C77C7117333117173133377117C137C771C17C1
131311C311C13C1C73731177311C371317711C7337177C73177CC7117C17C311CCCC11
111711C771317371CCC7CC11CCC33C713C1C71C133C7CC177713711131773717C1C371
C13C3C1C7771CC3317C73711131711

7BRPTQLX )IHYL
77377317C771777C3C77C77317377177377CC31777

2HS89
771C33
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S3OLXX@ .
/IV
1C77C717311777371771771C1131C77331C31C3117717CC31C7373CC31177C73131C77
17773C337C7113773313717CC37171C3717773717773717773373333C1371777313331
71337331173C71177C713311777C7733333C7333CC3733C777131C33C7C3333C317CC3
1C7C13773C33117733C137C71173133337337131C3333713C13CC71173C7C33CC33337
17773CC3117C777173737C71C7113CC37177137737737C77C71337C7133317713C33C3
33C7317713773717CC31C3C131177C71173C7373773133113CC3333C337137733337C1
1C73171171171331C7773C77717733C33C337173771C7C133337177137737333C71177
737171C31173171773C71173C7117713773773313C1371373C7177C3117133133C1311
77331171173337C73173C7333773733C131137C31131C3117CC77131C3133C33313113
717713C131331C37C7711317C13711373733717773373313C331337737731C77137173
C7C13117

5-8A9
711CC3
 
3H99BHYY8-PH=P8TK8SHPT HH*(,./0)IV
7717771171737777771131171171137137777C3111717173173717C3113311C13C1311
C371771371171C1331177C73771113177171C31CC1177C31337173173C71C37117331C
CC3C113777713CC371117CC131311111C7C7371C3337711C713C731CCC71733C711733
3C777111C3C77C77177733C7713CC3313371CC3C1CCCC7111133C7C7717317111CC331
173317C331C1331311C33C71133333131CC31C3C71C7773713717173733C7C1C373CC1
31C33771CC131317C1C3C771C73C7737771CC33317713C731317C3C7177111333737C7
C7731337717171C777111C773171CC7C3313CCC3131711737717313311737C33C733C3
1C

BC!"
C71

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FO89
3C3717
 
[amino sequence] 
D8CG1"77G497GA#9A A" "#D57"D4CB31D34#4C"DDG1B516GC7GB 15D
7A 3A6#B"47D"BCAGD4B C9 CA194A 15D#D5DD 6 7#A6D 6C9"DA45C75
GAGB76#35C577B77B77B777B77BDB7554 19956A6D857BD 785659575757A"
G57C#C1DC77""61E49B"#6G7B1GD8"149"4GB6"576E5AD 65477DDCD
C#4BB#47569GDA7C 6"B47"D#C7E51BB5AG"5471759#A4778G415D
CCG1"D#"71G D 949CB8 54GC9D5#G5A157A8BC7745G5677B77  47D
5BB5BC CC95454CDA#599DC5#9519B 7465BGC34"7C165"517 D57468A6G
65 EBA B"D8CC9 "898745B1391G9A9C#G41779"AC1#B55CADE8AA47E#9D868
AB71"BD"8


 (ii) Lifeact-mCh-P2A-Tiam1 DH/PH domain-pMagFast2-CAD 
    /pcDNA3.1 

8PTK999
1173CC

AYLW>LT-L
733133

PMLH-= ,(IHYL
1C77737C77337133C71C3117117CC37171731C3173117717717

RPTQLX )(IHYL
77371333133C7C7733133

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S3OLXX@ .
/IHYL
1C77C717311777371771771C1131C77331C31C3117717CC31C7373CC31177C73131C77
17773C337C7113773313717CC37171C3717773717773717773373333C1371777313331
71337331173C71177C713311777C7733333C7333CC3733C777131C33C7C3333C317CC3
1C7C13773C33117733C137C71173133337337131C3333713C13CC71173C7C33CC33337
17773CC3117C777173737C71C7113CC37177137737737C77C71337C7133317713C33C3
33C7317713773717CC31C3C131177C71173C7373773133113CC3333C337137733337C1
1C73171171171331C7773C77717733C33C337173771C7C133337177137737333C71177
737171C31173171773C71173C7117713773773313C1371373C7177C3117133133C1311
77331171173337C73173C7333773733C131137C31131C3117CC77131C3133C33313113
717713C131331C37C7711317C13711373733717773373313C331337737731C77137173
C7C13117

2HS89
771C33

")1VLV=PKL --IHYL
773173773733133113CC31733C73C71173177337737137C7717717113333773333

FIH9	 OL9
C3C173

8AHQYLW>LT-L
733133

B=HX=-8K8T
1C7

BVH-LX
7C7
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
CPHS(48	"8K8SHPT (#())IHYL
3713173C7C3771C73771C1173C73731177C71C3C7C7113C73C771713C711373133C1C7
C7111713CC1113C733C31C7717171C133C71173333CC317117717133CCC3C313331771
C7173CC71C7C13CCCCC77111CCC11337111C77C7717CCC3117C3717CC33CC11713C3C7
71171C7717C11713C77C333C713CC77111173C77171177CC713317CC31171117C73C3C
C3C3C3C7777773C33CC33C7C13C13737713373CC31173C3C1317C733CC3C7C73717331
31311117C33331177C33C77C7111733117137713131733CC3117737CC33C371C733317
113337177317317313C31C331373C7717C3CC133C31C31173331C33171777C33C3117C
133373CC3C73C31777173C7CCC7373C713371C737717173717711313C133133C77137C
77331C311713C1C71131177C373317C3131C311C7171C73171171C3313711717CCC77C
73C7C7CCC7133173C71CC73C7173171377717171171117177CC73171C3C71731C777C7
133C73C3CC73131331737C31C3C773C7113331333733C313C7771117C7711111771733
1711CC1731733CC37C3CC31111377337C77C33CC7C1C1C11171377CC33117317117117
1113CC7CC773C3C3131773C7C311C3C13717717C7771333CCC3377CCC3733131C71C33
3C133711733CC73177C337173C3C733317C73171C73171773111C7377C1C737111CC7C
33137C7111C31717C317117771773337173777CCCC33133C3C73C7317CC33331717173
171117713CCC3C7117C3C7C731CC371C33C737171C1113131711713173C33C31111377
11

7BRPTQLX -
IHYL
77377C77117C77C77177CC3C777773C3377177C17377C771773C3177C771

8PTK999
1173CC

BVH-LX
773771

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IV
31C13C3CCC1C73333377C771C1C7131CC1C7771C1C3C71773171C31771133773311133
373177C77113C77733337C771C131C33C73733CC71CC3CCC7C7133C711131711171313
33371C17CCC1373717C711733CC33C3C131C713177CC131731137317177C73C7773377
11CC73377CCC3C731117333C7137731C77C7117333117173133377117C137C771C17C1
131311C311C13C1C73731177311C371317711C7337177C73177CC7117C17C311CCCC11
111711C771317371CCC7CC11CCC33C713C1C71C133C7CC177713711131773717C1C371
C13C3C1C7771CC3317C73711131711

2HS89
771C33

8AHQYLW>LT-L
733133

B=HX=-8K8T
1C7
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3H99BHYY8-PH=P8TK8SHPT HH*(,./0)IV
7717771171737777771131171171137137777C3111717173173717C3113311C13C1311
C371771371171C1331177C73771113177171C31CC1177C31337173173C71C37117331C
CC3C113777713CC371117CC131311111C7C7371C3337711C713C731CCC71733C711733
3C777111C3C77C77177733C7713CC3313371CC3C1CCCC7111133C7C7717317111CC331
173317C331C1331311C33C71133333131CC31C3C71C7773713717173733C7C1C373CC1
31C33771CC131317C1C3C771C73C7737771CC33317713C731317C3C7177111333737C7
C7731337717171C777111C773171CC7C3313CCC3131711737717313311737C33C733C3
1C

BC!"
C11
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
FO89
3C3717

[amino sequence] 
 PMLH-=S3O
7D14965B9B5574""D1CDB7554 19956A6D857BD 785659575757A"G57C
#C1DC77""61E49B"#6G7B1GD8"149"4GB6"576E5AD 65477DDCDC#4B
B#47569GDA7C 6"B47"D#C7E51BB5AG"5471759#A4778G415DCCG
1"D#"71G D 949CB8 54GC9D5#G5A157A8BC7745G7B7B71C 6B#174D55
 "7
 CPHS(48	"8K8SHPTVHN6HY=)314
"BB1CDA#B414AD9355C5ACGD4 35AG"#5C6C#454D67 C5D56#
D56C547DAD"455D4#6D6B77B6GG14A6GB1631B8CD"DD1C4C16
1641# "A##8BBC5BG9"9#ADG"A561C415B558G84D19C D1B89 5#
9855671D64#915#C755D14B748CBD9E ""1B7E5"5116D6C1DDDG
47B#D7B8AB9G55E4"6A6A89"C51#DA1"B14151 1D359D8DB5B57A"5AD68
33BB"5BA46BD8B9A48AA#C5777B777B77B77B777B77778CG1"77G497G
A#9A A" "#D57"D4CB31934#4C"9DG1B516GC7GB 15D7A 3A6#B"47D"
BCAGD4B C9 CA194A 15D#D5DD 6 7#A6D 6C9"DA45C75GAGB76#35C57B1C
77B77  47D5BB5BC CC95454CDA#599DC5#9519B 7465BGC34"7C165"51
7 D57468A6G65 EBA B"D8CC9 "898745B1391G9A9C#G41779"AC1#B55CAD
E8AA47E#9D868AB71"BD"8


(iii) Lifeact-mCh-P2A-Tiam1 DH/PH domain-pMagFast2(3) 
    /pcDNA3.1 

8PTK999
1173CC
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AYLW>LT-L
733133

PMLH-= ,(IHYL
1C77737C77337133C71C3117117CC37171731C3173117717717

RPTQLX )(IHYL
77371333133C7C7733133

S3OLXX@ .
/IHYL
1C77C717311777371771771C1131C77331C31C3117717CC31C7373CC31177C73131C77
17773C337C7113773313717CC37171C3717773717773717773373333C1371777313331
71337331173C71177C713311777C7733333C7333CC3733C777131C33C7C3333C317CC3
1C7C13773C33117733C137C71173133337337131C3333713C13CC71173C7C33CC33337
17773CC3117C777173737C71C7113CC37177137737737C77C71337C7133317713C33C3
33C7317713773717CC31C3C131177C71173C7373773133113CC3333C337137733337C1
1C73171171171331C7773C77717733C33C337173771C7C133337177137737333C71177
737171C31173171773C71173C7117713773773313C1371373C7177C3117133133C1311
77331171173337C73173C7333773733C131137C31131C3117CC77131C3133C33313113
717713C131331C37C7711317C13711373733717773373313C331337737731C77137173
C7C13117

2HS89
771C33

")1VLV=PKL --IHYL
773173773733133113CC31733C73C71173177337737137C7717717113333773333

FIH9	 OL9
C3C173
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
8AHQYLW>LT-L
733133

B=HX=-8K8T
1C7

BVH-LX
7C7

CPHS(48	"8K8SHPT (#())IHYL
3713173C7C3771C73771C1173C73731177C71C3C7C7113C73C771713C711373133C1C7
C7111713CC1113C733C31C7717171C133C71173333CC317117717133CCC3C313331771
C7173CC71C7C13CCCCC77111CCC11337111C77C7717CCC3117C3717CC33CC11713C3C7
71171C7717C11713C77C333C713CC77111173C77171177CC713317CC31171117C73C3C
C3C3C3C7777773C33CC33C7C13C13737713373CC31173C3C1317C733CC3C7C73717331
31311117C33331177C33C77C7111733117137713131733CC3117737CC33C371C733317
113337177317317313C31C331373C7717C3CC133C31C31173331C33171777C33C3117C
133373CC3C73C31777173C7CCC7373C713371C737717173717711313C133133C77137C
77331C311713C1C71131177C373317C3131C311C7171C73171171C3313711717CCC77C
73C7C7CCC7133173C71CC73C7173171377717171171117177CC73171C3C71731C777C7
133C73C3CC73131331737C31C3C773C7113331333733C313C7771117C7711111771733
1711CC1731733CC37C3CC31111377337C77C33CC7C1C1C11171377CC33117317117117
1113CC7CC773C3C3131773C7C311C3C13717717C7771333CCC3377CCC3733131C71C33
3C133711733CC73177C337173C3C733317C73171C73171773111C7377C1C737111CC7C
33137C7111C31717C317117771773337173777CCCC33133C3C73C7317CC33331717173
171117713CCC3C7117C3C7C731CC371C33C737171C1113131711713173C33C31111377
11


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7BRPTQLX -
IHYL
77377C77117C77C77177CC3C777773C3377177C17377C771773C3177C771

8PTK999
1173CC

BVH-LX
773771

(Y=VHN6HY=)
3131313C7C1C73C331773773C137131C31C7777C1C3C71773171CC17711C17133111C3
3C3177C77173C777133C7C7713131173C737333C77C73C7C7C7133C711731711171C13
333C7C77C3C1373317371773CCC33C7C131C7131777C1CC3311373C7117C73C7771371
11CC73377CCC3C7317C3333371C7771C77C711733C111C3113C177117C1C7C77131731
131331C311C1311C73771117331CC71C17111373C7177C73177C37117C77C3113CC311
711111C773317373CC37C711CCCC3C71331C71C33337C3171713717131773711C13177
C1CC331C7777CCC317C7C71713C717

7BRPTQLX
771777173771773C33771771773C3C

)TKVHN6HY=)
3131333C7C1C73133C777771C1C7131C31C7773C133C71713171CC37711317133111C3
333177C77173C77713317C371C133C3CC737313C77C33C7C737133C711131711771C13
13337C77C3C13731C3C717733CC33C7C131C713C773C1C17C1137337117C73C7777171
11CC73177CCC3C731717C3317137731C77C7117333111C33131377117C1C7C7713C3C1
1313C1C311C1331C71771117311CC71C3731137337117C33177C77177C37C711CCCC11
711111C773317171CC37C711CCCC3C713C1C71CC3317C337371C717133771711C13371
C1C17C1C7773CCC317C7C711131717

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7BRPTQLX
771777C3C77177317C771771773C31

*XKVHN6HY=)
31C1313C7C1C733333777771C137131C31C7773C1C3C73773171CC17711337333C11C3
313177C77173C777733C7C371C133173C7373C3C77C33C7C7C7133C711131711171C13
C3317C77C3C1373CC31717731CC33C7C131C7133771C1C1731137337117C73C7773373
11CC73371CCC3C7317C3333C7137731C77C711733111117C133177117C137C7713C311
131311C311C13C1C737111773C1CC71C3771137317117C33177C77177C77C711CCC311
711111C771317373CC37C7113CCC3C71311C71C333C7C337771C71713C773711C13171
C1317C1C7773CC3317C73717131717

BC!"
C11

FO89
3C3717

[amino sequence] 
 PMLH-=S3O
7D14965B9B5574""D1CDB7554 19956A6D857BD 785659575757A"G57C
#C1DC77""61E49B"#6G7B1GD8"149"4GB6"576E5AD 65477DDCDC#4B
B#47569GDA7C 6"B47"D#C7E51BB5AG"5471759#A4778G415DCCG
1"D#"71G D 949CB8 54GC9D5#G5A157A8BC7745G7B7B71C 6B#174D55
 "7
 CPHS(48	"8K8SHPTVHN6HY=) *?
"BB1CDA#B414AD9355C5ACGD4 35AG"#5C6C#454D67 C5D56#
D56C547DAD"455D4#6D6B77B6GG14A6GB1631B8CD"DD1C4C16
1641# "A##8BBC5BG9"9#ADG"A561C415B558G84D19C D1B89 5#
9855671D64#915#C755D14B748CBD9E ""1B7E5"5116D6C1DDDG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47B#D7B8AB9G55E4"6A6A89"C51#DA1"B14151 1D359D8DB5B57A"5AD68
33BB"5BA46BD8B9A48AA#C5777B777B77B77B777B77778CG1"77G497G
A#9A A" "#D57"D4CB31D34#4C"DDG1B516GC7GB 15D7A 3A6#B"47D"
BCAGD4B C9 CA194A 15D#D5DD 6 7#A6D 6C9"DA45C75GAGB76#35C577B77
B777B8CG1"77G497GA#9A A" "#D57"D4CB31D34#4C"DDG1B516GC7GB 1
5D7A 3A6#B"47D"BCAGD4B C9 CA194A 15D#D5DD 6 7#A6D 6C9"DA45
C75GAGB76#35C577B77B777B8CG1"77G497GA#9A A" "#D57"D4CB31D34#
4C"DDG1B516GC7GB 15D7A 3A6#B"47D"BCAGD4B C9 CA194A 15D#D5DD 
6 7#A6D 6C9"DA45C75GAGB76#35C5


(iv) nMagHigh1-EGFP-CAAX(KRas) / pcDNA3.1-WPRE-pA 

5-8A9
711CC3

8AHQYLW>LT-L
733133

(Y=L=
1C7

BVH-LX
771

THN8PNO( DD4*-9,)4	,,7	(*,9	(-,9 ,
IHYL
31C13C3CCC1C73333377C771C1C7131CC1C7771C1C3C77133171C37731133773311133
373177C77113C77733337C771C131C33C73733CC71CC3CCC7C7133C711131711171313
33371C17CCC1373717C711733CC33C3C131C713177CC131731137317177C73C7773377
11CC73377CCC3C731117333C7137731C77C7117333117173133377117C137C771C17C1
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131311C311C13C1C33731177311C371317711C7337177C73177CC7117C17C311CCCC11
111711C771317371CCC7CC11CCC33C713C1C31C133C7CC177713711131773717C1C371
C13C3C1C7771CC3317C73711131711

7BRPTQLX )IHYL
77377C173771773C3C77C77117377C77317377377C

2HS89
771C33

576" .)
IV
1C77C71731177737177173C7CC31337777C77C73331C33C77C37173C77137737137C11
13773313117CC31737C7C3377371777371777371C733133C137731173C71333C7117CC
31C3C731331337731173C73337C7333C773331333C37C71331333C7133C137737C7317
C73CC3173373C133337133131C7117317313713CC3CC3117C337331C7333711773C137
C33177173731331C3CC3CC3117713713773113C131171333737337177C7117CC371777
37131333C77C71133731C37173C71177731C3713CC31177177137731131C33C7777313
1173C7717C13113C131131733131137C3C1C1C31C77337131173171171137731C31177
C7113CC31171C33733131131C37177137731737C73173C3733713313C1331731711313
33331C37737137733337C73C73C7333713113313C133C7173133317C337333C7173111
71333311371711737371C3131C77C33C73C7717CC37C71337337337771C313C3C37731
C77137173C7C1C11777C

311F AHY2 )IHYL
111117117111117117C31117131117C7C7C11CC1C7

BC!"
C17


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BVH-L ))IHYL
3C7C13117C337713C3171C

FO89
3C3717

FIH9
C3C171

BC!"-8K8T
C71

E"A5 ,//IHYL
C31133C3C771CC131111CCC7C711171CC713C77C1CC3CC113C1C7CC73C33CCCC1373C1
C7C771C1373C73CCC11C733CCC7C1C31C73C1CC73CC3337C1C773CCC31CCCC3C33C33C
C7C1C111C33C77CC73C7C3C3CCC1C717717CC7C773337CC7C317731137C7737C77C7C7
313C7C7CCC73C71373113333313C77CC777731CC733133133C7C3173C33CCC3377713C
CC373CCC33333C333C1CC7331377377113C31C3733733C733CC733373C73C771317777
3C3773C7CC777313C71311CC337C77C7CC7C377771173C7137C33CCC331C773C73C373
3C7C7CC733133C771CC3C7373777137C33CC3C73C137C333CC377333C311C331737713
3CC33CC333737733C73C733773C3C737733C3CC33737C3CC3733CC37333C31713717C3
771C3C333CCC77733733C3333731

BVH-LX
C377C1311

V1 ,).IHYL
CC313C33C3177C731773C733C1C3171177C77C773C77C7C773311C7333C773C313111C
13313C7171C3CCCCC333C3C73311111CC1C7777131C31C71173333CC71731C3C713CC3
C773C11C11177111CCC1CCCC31CC7311C17C7C7CC7711CCCCCC7C7C3C3C313C3771177
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131C1C77717773111C31CCC111131C31711C717C1CCC77CCC1717CCC7731131C1C7333
1C1C73C773C7331C711311177CC773C1C1117177C31C317C1C1C711131733333C73C7C
331CC33CC1CC331C171111733CC713CC7177CC171CCCCCCCC1C1CCCC7CCCC7C7CC1CCC
CCCC3CCC1131C333C1111CCCC33CC131C7CCCC13C1733171CCCCC33C33C3C33C713C13
C33317C31C173C7C333C3CC3C3CC1C77171C3

1VH9
777333

[amino sequence] 
78CG1"77G497G4#97 A" "#D57"D4CB31934#4C"9DG1B516GC7GB 15D
7A 3A6#B"47D"BCAGD4B C9 C9A194A 15D#D5DD 6 7#A6D 6C99"DA45C75
GAGB76#35C577B77B77B77B777BDB7556C7DD"9D5474D 786BDB7575741CG7
C693CC7"D"E"CDCCCG7D#36BAG"48#8466B1"57GD#5AC966447 GCA15
D6574CD A957946547 9785G G B8 DG914# 79D 69A8 9547BD#148
G## C"9747"D"4 8GBC#B1B4" 5A48D56DC1179C745G7BC3D
9

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(II) The structure of the vector used in this study 
 [pcDNA3.1] 
I only used pcDNA3.1(+) for constructs prepared in this study. I describe its 
structure below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
PCMV 
A
m
picillin
 
BGH pA PCMV f1 ori 
SV40 ori 
N
eom
ycin
 
SV40 pA 
pUC ori 
pcDNA3.1(+) 
5428 bp 
 
Multiple cloning site 
CMV promoter: bases 232-819 
T7 promoter/priming site: bases 863-882 
Multiple cloning site: bases 895-1010 
pcDNA3.1/BGH reverse priming site: bases 1022-1039 
BGH polyadenylation sequence: bases 1028-1252 
f1 origin: bases 1298-1726 
SV40 early promoter and origin: bases 1731-2074 
Neomycin resistance gene (ORF): bases 2136-2930 
SV40 early polyadenylation signal: bases 3104-3234 
pUC origin: bases 3617-4287 (complementary strand) 
Ampicillin resistance gene (bla): bases 4432-5428 (complementary strand) 
  ORF: bases 4432-5292 (complementary strand) 
  Ribosome binding site: bases 5300-5304 (complementary strand) 
  bla promoter (P3): bases 5327-5333 (complementary strand) 
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The sequence of Multiple cloning site of pcDNA3.1(+) (bases 895-1010) 
 
        NheI                 HindIII         KpnI    BamHI 
/0(73C773C1737CCC1113CC1173CC77C1337173C3771C3313C17C3317C7C77C

EcoRIEcoRVXhoIXbaIApaI
0,(7711CC3C73171C1C331731317C773773373C3717C3C1717773337CCC1113
 
 
 
Constructs (i), (ii), (iii) in the last section were inserted between HindIII and XhoI. 
Construct (iv) was inserted between EcoRI and ApaI. 
 
